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PREFACE 
The Space Shuttle has a s  one of its design goals the requirement that i t  
have a minimum operational constraint due to natural environment conclitiors. 
This includes not only terrestrial weather activity but also orbital space 
environment influences. The natural env ironment criteria requirements on the 
Space Shuttle design have been developed with this objective h mind, However, 
i t  i s  not practical to design the Space Shuttle such that it ca2 operate satisfac- 
torily in any and all natural environments. Even those etlcrironments for which 
the design i s  intended to insure maximum operational capability (for example, 
triggered lightning d j scharges, maximum dynamic pressure level extreme 
w d s ,  and high levels of solar radiation) may cause problems. Avoiding 
unnecessary encounters with these conditions through the use of prelaunch 
observations, predictions, and real-time monitorship during operation i s  
obviously :t prudent precaution. 
The objective of this report is to focus attention on these Space Shuttle 
test and operational events that may need natural environment support based 
on the Space Shuttle system ss described in the NASA Space Shuttle Program 
(Level 11) JSC 0 7 7 e  dxuiaents. Bj; d&ilg so, efforts can be made early in 
the facilities planning, mission operations network development, and ground 
mission operations control center establishment to accommodate an adequate 
degree of natural environment support. It appears that most, if not all, 
envisioned natural environment support requirements can be met from either 
existing support capabilities o r  technology which should easily be operational 
in this decade. Probab1.y the single most important requirement will be near- 
real-time commmications of natural environment observations and predictions 
s o  that warnings and alternate options can be implemented. Another need will 
be to organize the available natural environment operational support information 
for the Space Shuttle such that it can be made available where and when it i s  
needed with optimum use of existing resources. This may seem to be an 
obvious requirement, but only early planning will enable it to be accomplished 
in a purposeful and coordinated manner. The only alternative is a fractured 
operational support sitcation hurriedly put together in the final few weeks o r  
months before the *ace Shuttle test or  operational program activities. 
This document revises and updates the initial report, NASA CR-61346, 
I completed in 1971. While the earlier report addressed general requirements 
and initial concepts, this report becomes more specific and is directed to the 
: 
i current Space Shuttle concepts, tests, operational p h s  and flight st. hedules. 
f Thus, the natural environment support requirements a r e  phased in with the 
currently planned timetables. 
iii 
The Space Shuttle Natural Environment inputs can he found in Appendix 
In. 10 "Natural L.:mrironlnent Design Requirements," Volume X Spacc Shuttle 
Lcvcl I1 Program Definition ntd  Requirctnents (JSC Docunient #07700). 
I t  i s  necessary  that during t es t s  and operations the Space Shuttle Mission 
Control Authority be presented a single coordinated version of the  natural  cnvi- 
rontnent a s  it a i fects  the mission. T o  insure  this type of support  a focal point 
is necded through which each phase of the natural environment support  i s  fun- 
nclcd. The focal point, a t  a single sen io r  organization level woultl establish 
the procedure that each source  would follow in  providing his  portion of the 
natural  environment support  package. F o r  example, one source  might have !;e 
responsibilitly for  predicting in-flight winds, another might have the s ta tus  of 
al ternates,  and a third the formation and location of thunderstorms/severe 
westher. These  predictions would a l l  flow through the  focal point where  they 
woulcl be  integrated into a complete picture of the natural environment. In th is  
way, the T e s t / ~ i s s i o n  Control Authority could receive  one official input f r o m  
which to  make a decision. 
This repor t  is divided into two chapters  to  separa te  discussions f rom 
listing and work sheets. 
Chapter I entitled "Interfaces Between Tes tdOpera t ions  and Natural  
Environment" is comprised of discussion type material ,  while Chapter I1 
entitled "Detailed Natural Environment Support Requirements" l i s t s  the natural  
environment support  required f o r  each Space Shuttle activity. 
I t  i s  strongly recommended that Chapter I be read  in full before proceed- 
ing to the work sheets  of Chapter 11. 
William W. Vaughan 
Chief, Aerospace Environment Division 
Space Sciences Laboratory 
NASA-Marshall Space Flight Center  
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FOREWORD 
This document was prepared to satisfy a requirement of Task Agreemmt 
986-25-21-368, "Systems Requ: m e n t s  and Synthesis-Aerospace Environmeccfl 
between the Johnson Space Center Space Shuttle Program Man~ger  and the 
Marshall Space Flight Center Project Manager. The specific task assignment 
directs the MSFC Aerospace Environment Division to "Assess the n c ~ d s  for 
test and operational flight program support relative to natural environment 
measurements and predictions. " 
The results of the assessment, which comprise the contents of this 
report, a re  presented a s  guidelines rather than directives. However, it i s  
clear that the authority directing the assessment will require that this material 
be wed when implementing natural environment support procedures and a s  
justification for service and equipment systems. 
Also, by virtue of its role a s  a guidelines document, the report is not 
intended to contail! Ihe detail required to implement natural environment sup- 
port procedures. That task i s  the prerogative of those organizations respon- 
sible for conductinlr the Space Shuttle test and operational flight programs. But 
alerting those organizations now may help to insure that adequate support 
services will be ready when needed. The Aeroskace Environment Division of 
Marshall Space Flight Center is avsllable, a s  part of its overall Shuttle System 
assignment, to assist in developing th* appropriate details and procedures to 
implement the requirements. 
While the philosophy used to establish the natural environment design 
criteria should insure a low risk operation, there will undoubtedly be some 
atmospheric constraints crkblished. For example, the -:chicle will, in all 
probability, be constrained from flighi through a thunderstorm. This constraint 
then will dictate the establishment of a procedure to identify, monitor, and 
predict thunderstorm activity in the Space Shuttle flight path. Similar reasoning 
might be applied to any nc!-wal environment hazard o r  possible vehicle con- 
straint, Consequently, i~ would seem prudent for those organizations charged 
with atntospheric support responsibilities to begin developing concepts and 
establishing procedures to insure avoidance of riiitural environmsnt hazards 
during Space Shuttle tests and operations. 
A t  this point in time it  appears that the a2tivities most likely to require 
advanced detection and monitoring procedures a re  those from deorbit decision 
to Orbiter landing. Some areas  needing special consideration a re  listed in the 
following paragraphs: 
PRBCGDWG PAGE BLANK NOT 
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1. Communixttions - It may be n e c e s s a q  to establish procedures for  
rnpicl (in some cases  real-time) transmission of natural environment observa- 
tions and measurements to the Space Shuttle operations control authority. Fo r  
e m  mple: 
a. Winds in the TAEM region for clenrbit decision and descent 
guidance. 
b. Severe weather such ns thunderstorms ~ c l  turbulence in the 
Orbiter flipht path for  deorbit decision. 
2. Flight Following (Meteorological Watch) - These interchangeable 
terms reier  to the very important function of keeping track of the weather during 
the course of the mtssion. Effective flight following requires that the atmos- 
pheric specialist be a part  of the operations team. He must know the in-flight 
and termifid conditions for all possible lancling sites at all t imes during the 
mission. Of course this requires close cooperation with the control nuthori@. 
It  i s  proposed that flight following a s  described in Section IVB be instituted. 
3. Aerial Reconnaissance - Provide for aer ial  monitoring of icing and 
turbulence of the Orbiter flight path from jet aircraf t  altitudes to landing. 
Establish communication facilities and procedures to permit immediate trans- 
n~ission of aircraft  reconnaissance reports to mission control authority (and 
perhaps to orbi ter) .  , 
SIThiBI ART CHART 
The following chart, a condensation of Chapter II, is for  the use of 
those persons who do not need the detail provided by the entire report. The 
d~l:reviated list  of Shuttle activities ca r r i e s  a le t ter  code t?xt i:xlicates when 
each of the natural environment observations/predictions i s  r.c~ded. In the 
letter code R = required, D = desired, and NR = noi required. 
The chart  indicates, fo r  example, that both winds aloft observations and 
forecasts a r e  required for ground tests. wile winds aloft are not needed for 
:I1 phases of ground tests, they a r e  required for  far-field acoustics and solid 
rocket booster (SRB) exhaust c l o d  monitoring and predictions. 
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CHAPTER I. INTERFACES BETWEEN TESTSIOPERAT IONS 
AND NATURAL ENV I RONMENT 
SECTION I. INTRODUCTION 
NASA CR-61346, entitled "Natural Environment Support for Space Shuttle 
Tests and Operations," was written in 1971 to initiate the planning for the natu- 
ral environment support requirements for W c e  Shuttle tests and operations 
throqgh the 1980's. The earlier document, now superseded by this document, 
was written in general requirements and based on early Space Shuttle concepts. 
Some of the concepts have changed and plans have developed so that i t  is now 
necessary to reevaluate the natural environment support requirements, start 
tbe plannhg for specific hardware items and techniques, define operational 
constraints based on design achievements, and develop concepts and procedures 
to assure tbat operational constraints, when established, will not be exceeded, 
while optimizing efficiency and safety for the assigned missions. 
The purpose of this report i s  to identify all Space Shuttle activities or 
events that need natural environment support and to suggest the type and degree 
of support needed. This material is m t  directive but i s  presented a s  guidelines 
for use by those persons charged with planning for and implementing natural 
environment support procedures for Space Eiuttle Tests and Operations. 
As the Space Shuttle is being developed, it appears that natural environ- 
ment support requirements will be more demsnding than those for previous 
large scale space vehicle nrojects. Thus, it IS necessary to optimize current 
capabilities, identify where new facilities and techniques a re  required, and 
implement procedures for timely completion of all preparations coincident 
with Space Shuttle development. 
l%e numerous volumes of the Space Shuffle program requirements, 
directives, procedures, etc., controlled by the NASA Space Shuttle Program 
Manager (Level 11). JSC 07700 were used extensively to determine S p c e  Shuttle 
events which will interface with the natural environment. Operational data and 
information in this report are based on those documents and a re  subject to 
change a s  these primary reference documents are  revised. A?pendix 10-10, 
"Natural Environment Design Requirements," of the Space Shuttle Level ll 
Program Definition and Requirements Volume X (JSC 07700) contains a detailed 
description of the d e s i g ~  requirements. 
The entire %ace Shuttle tests and operations have again been reviewed, 
and the degree of involvement of events that interface with the natural environ- 
ment have been determined. This document will follow the same format a s  
the earlier document with two new sections, one devoted to development tests 
(section 111) and one devoted to ferry flights (section VIII). Also the solid 
rocket booster (SRB) flight and recovery (section V,C) has a new operational 
concept. The primary Space Shuitle launch and recovery s i tes  have been 
designated a s  Kennedy Space Center (KSC) , Florida, and Vandenberg A i r  
Force Base (VAFB), California. The f i r s t  launches from VAFB may land a t  
Edwards A i r  Force Base (EAFB) . Thus, the natural environment support fo r  
I~UII<\ I  and rccovcry can now be tailored to specific operational locations. 
Chaptcr I contains a discussion of the interface between operationhest events 
and the natural environment. Chapter I1 specifies the detailed natural environ- 
ment support requirements for each event within the various phases. Because 
it i s  espected that ccrtain trade-offs may be necessary, each event i s  identified 
a s  to the i~nportance of natural environ~nent support to that event (inconven- 
ience, caution o r  safety) and the support i s  identified a s  "required" o r  
"desirable." This identification of events and support i s  based on the best 
judgment of those contributing to the preparation of this document. 
Section 11, Chapter I, describes the natural environment support facil- 
ities and capabilities available and programmed to be available to  support 
Space Shuttle operations. This section, with details in an associated Section 
11, Chapter 11, specifies the facilities needed a t  the operating locations. While 
requirements may bc established in other sections, o r  in support of other docu- 
ments, these sections recap esisting and programmed facilities. Figures  1 and 
2 are diagrarrs of the proposed KSC and VAFB Space Shuttle launch complexes. 
For  purposes of this document, Space Shuttle operations a r e  divided 
into 4 phases: 
Phase I - Preliminary and Prelaunch Fvents. 
Phase I1 - Launch to Orbit Evcnts. 
Phase 111 - Orbit Maneuvers and Operations Events. 
Phase IV - Decrbit, Entry and Landing Events. 
Each phase is  discussed in a separate section (Iv through VII) in 
Chapter I. Events with a natural environment interface within each phase a r e  
identified and the support required to minimize adverse effects of the natural ' 
e,~vironment a r e  specified in corresponding Sections IV through VII in Chapter 
11. 
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This document contains a unique, comprehensive Table of Contents with 
Chapter I and Chapter I1 page references in columns for easy reference. This 
a lso eliminates l ists in each chapter, which reduces repetition and, therefore, 
s ~ n ~ p l i f i e s  revisions. There a r e  other innovations in this document designed to 
minimize the work in keeping items in  the document current. Amendments 
will generally be page changes o r  reissue of the document, whichever facil- 
itates easy maintenance of a current document. 
The Space Shuttle consists of an Orbiter with a large expendable esternal 
fuel tank (ET) which is  mated with two recoverable solid rocket boosters 
(SRBS) . Figure 3 i s  a diagram of the Shuitle flight vehicle configuration. After 
launch the two boosters will be released at  about 41 km altitude (136 000 ft) ,  
ascend to apogee a t  about 64 km (210 000 ft), and descend by parachute for  
water impact, recovery, refurbishment, and reuse. Asce.1; mas  q will be a t  
about 11.25 km (36 900 ft) and SRB descent mas q will be a t  about 17 k n ~  
(56 000 ft) . The disposable ET will be released from about 116 knl altitude 
(380 000 ft) for free-fall and water impact, with descent max q a t  about 50.6 
km ( 166 000 ft) . The Orbiter will continue with a capability of up to  42 man- 
days in space with various types of missions. After mission completion the 
Orbiter will enter the atmosphere for glide and landing a t  the specified te r -  
minal. An ar t i s t ' s  conception of a typical Space Shuttle mission a s  presently 
envisioned i s  shown in Figure 4. Figure 5 depicts a typical entry trajectory. 
Table 1 l ists the Space Shuttle Program Traffic Schedule. 
The present time schedule i s  that development and operational tests will 
be conducted through 1977; test  vehicles will be utilized in the period 1977 to 
1980, and the program will become operational in 1980. Section 111, Chapter I, 
considers the requirements for natural environment support for  all  tests. This 
is more inclusive than the ear l ie r  document which considered on& ti- tests which 
would also apply to operational flights., while this document includes al l  known 
development tests which have a significant natural environment interface. Of 
course, experience during tests will be a valuable source of information to use 
,IS a basis to modify and improve support for  operational flights. Section 111, 
Chapter 11 provides the detailed natural environment support requirements for  
deve1opmer.t tests. 
Fer ry  flights of the Orbiter vehicle a r e  discussed in Section VIII, 
Chapter I, with natural environment support requirements for  the special ferry 
flights detailed in Section VIII, Chapter 11. 
The events and suppci-t described in this document a r e  expected to  change 
a s  the Space Shuttle program evolves. Known changes a r e  solicited to  help keep 
this document current,  
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3.2.1.1.1 Traffic Model. Program scheduling, operations planning, flight 
hardware, ground system requirements, and costs shall be based on the 
Shuttle Program traffic model described in Table 3.2.1.1.1. Launches a r e  
assumed to be equally spaced in each year. However, a more rapid second 
launch shall not be precluded by vehicle o r  ground system design. 
SOURCE: 
Reliability values given in this document can be considered a s  root mean 
Tota 1 Shuttle 
F l igh ts /~ 'ear  
F l i g h t s / ~ e a r  
From KSC 
F l i g h t d ~ e a r  
From VAFB 
square (RMS) deviations about a mean value, which is the best estimate of the 
measure of the quantity. 
SECTION I I. NATURAL ENVIRONMENT SUPPORT FAC ILITIES 
AVAILABLE AND PROGRAMMED TO BE AVAILABLE TO 
SUPPORT SPACE SHU7TLE TESTS AND OPERATIONS 
a. Taken from JSC 07700, Volume X. 
Fiscal Year 
The types of natural environment support available to meet Space Shuttle 
requirenients a r e  introduced in this section. Although the information i s  a s  
complete a s  possible, a specialist in the specific support required should be 
consulted for optimum use of resources 11-51 . The Federal Plan for Meteoro- 
logical Services and Supporting Research, FY 74 141 has been used extensively 
a s  an authoritative reference for descriptions of present and programmed 
weather aervice. 
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Support se-vices for civilian requirements a r e  generally available f rom 
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's (NOAA) National 
Weather Service (NWS) and for rnilitary requirements from the Department of 
Defense, Air  Force Air  Weather. Service (Aws) , from h e  U. S. Army (who 
provide their own weather service  for  research  and development), and from the 
U .  S. Navy (who have a weather service to meet their  requirements). Other 
Government agencies such a s  the U.S. Coast Guard, the Federal  Aviation 
Administration (FAA) ,  the National A e r a a u t i c s  and Space Administration 
(NASA), and others have the capability to meet their own specialized require- 
ments when the service  is not o t h e r ~ i s e  available. Numerous private com- 
panies a lso provide specialized weather service,  studies, and research and 
development to meet new requirements. Most foreign countries a lso have a 
central weather service. Information about fareign weather services  i s  avail- 
able through the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) .
A. Surface Observations 
Developnlent of new technology to i m p r w e  surface weather observat ims 
is primarily in two areas:  
1. Improvement in automatic sensing and measuring of atmospheric 
p ~ r a m e t e r s  to reduce manpower requirements and secure information from 
I'f'Xi~tr: and proviously haccessibie  a reas .  
2 .  Improve the automatic collection and initial processing of weather 
observations. 
Both of these will greatly improve the weather information available fo r  Space 
Shuttlc support and specific requirements a r e  identified throughout this 
document. 
1. Wind Observations Near the Surface. Wind measurements near the 
-
surface o r  on towers a r e  usually recorded with wind vanes and cup o r  impeller 
anemometers. Standard instruments a r e  reliable to 3 degrees direction and 
1.0 in/sec in the usual wind values. Instruments used for range support will 
provide frequency rasponse up to 2 Hz and 80 percent amplitude resolution. 
Special low masn anemometers measure three components of the winds a t  very 
low wind speeds. Hot wire anemometers a r e  quite acc~urate, but they a r e  
delicate and their use i s  generally limited to wind tunnels and laboratories. 
Sonic anemometers have been developed for special uses but the additional cost  
must be considered for the additiona! accuracy gained. The near-surface witrd 
requirements a r e  usually met with vertical and horizontal a r rays  of standard 
wind equipme&. The wind data may be transmitted immediately to control 
centers and rqcorded on magnetic tape. There i s  also a completely mechanical 
device which will record the "maximum wind' during a given time period. The 
FAA is investigating the use of an acoustic and a laser  doppler sounder for low 
level remote wind measurements to improve measurements of the var i~bi l i ty  
of the wind in areas  such a s  arounc' airports. 
The available and programmed surface wind equipment for the Space 
Shuttle launch and landing is listed in Section 11, Chapter 11. Wind observations 
for landing 2nd recovery of the boosters a r e  spe- iiied in Events 11-9, -10 and 
-11, Section V ,  Chapter 11. 
2. Temperatu?-e and Humidity. Temperature and humidity a r e  usually 
considered together because humidity is quite meaningless without temperature. 
Both a re  easily obtained with standard equipment. Relative humidity and 
absolute humidity a r e  often confused. Relative '- umidity is the most easily 
obtained and i s  popularly referred to a s  "humiaity." It  i s  expressed in percent 
and represents the percent of water vapor in the a i r  compared to how n~uch 
water 1 apor the a i r  could hold, with 100 percent being the saturation point. 
Absolute humidity i s  the ratio of the mass of water vapor present to the volume 
occupied by the moist a i r  mixture, that is,  the density of the water vapor com- 
ponent. Absolute humidity ib usually expressed in grams of water vapor per 
cubic meter or ,  in engineering practice, in grains per cubic foot. Wheii tem- 
perature and pressure a r e  known, either type of humidity can be computed from 
the other. When effects on equipment a r e  considered, the absolute humidity i s  
a more reliable indicator of the amount of water vapor that i s  available to react 
with metals o r  other chemicals. 
Temperature and humidity can be de t e rmixd  by a psychrometer - 
wet- and dry-bulb thermometers - which, when they a r e  properly ventilated, 
indicate the thermodynamic wet- and dry-balb  temperature^ of the atmomhere 
from which relative o r  absolutc humidity can be detertninsd. Temperature 
measurements a r e  reliable to about 0.3" C 2nd relative humidity to about 3 
percent. 
Several temperature and dewpoint measuring se t s  a r e  on the market 
which 1411 give cont in~ous readings of temperature from a thermocouple o r  a 
r x i s t o r  and of dewpoint from a chemical solution o r  from a cooling module and 
a 8ensin.g mirror  to measure when condensate forms. m e s e  temperature 
reliabilities a r e  about 0.5" C for temperature and lo C for dewpoint. These 
readings can be "remoted," transmitted to a control center and recorded on 
magnetic tape. A hygrothermognph consists of a s t r ip  chart  on a drum, 
usualiy t i m d  for 8 days, with a temperature pen a r m  operated by a bimetallic 
s t r ip  o r  a bourdon tube and a humidity pen a r m  operated by a hair hygrometer. 
These readings a r e  not considered accurate, however, unless they a r e  fre- 
quently calibrated. 
Temperature and humidity equipment for  routine observations are 
adequate for Space Shuttle launch and landing operations. Climatic temperature 
and humidity data a r e  necessary for  vehicle development and to relate develop- 
rr ~ n t  tests to actual operations. Also, temperature and humidity data a r e  
needed to evaluate equipment lifetime. 
Temperature and h-amidity data a r e  needed hourly a t  en  route Orbiter 
ferry sites to compute a i r  densify which may be crit ical for  heavy aerospace 
vehicle operat~ons and also to avoid excessive compartment temperatures ii 
the vehicle is left in the sun where extrzme temperatures may reach 88" C 
( 19CP F) , see Reference 6. 
3. Visibility. Visibilitv has traditionaly been a measure of the distance 
that objects can be distinguished in daylight o r  lights can be  seen a t  night. A 
transmissometer has been developed which measures the transmissivity of 
light, usually in the range of 100 m to 3 km. This transmissivity has been 
empirically equated tt3 visibility. Reliability i s  within approximately 10 percent 
for visibilities up to 5 tinies the length of the baseline. The systein i s  unreli- 
able for visibilities greater  than 5 times the baseline. The "slant-range 
visibility," c value of dircct relation to aircraft  landings, is not easily 
observed. Some attempts have been made to calculate slant-range visibility 
from suriace visibility and cloud h-ights but these have not been successful. 
Types of precipitation and condition of the windshield may be significant in 
mtking visual contact with the runway. Transmissometer readings may be 
remoted, recorded, ant: retransmitted. 
Minimum visibilities will be established for safety and to meet 
mission objectives for launch, landing, and recovery of the boosters. This 
may vary depending on ihc . n i s s io~ .  Standard visibility observations and pre- 
dictions will interface with operation events a s  required in Chapter II. 
4. Cloud Heights. Cloud heights a r e  most frequently estimated by a 
trained observer. Certain mechanical and electrc .lit aids have been developed. 
A cloud ceiling is defined a s  the height a t  which 6/10 o r  more of the slry i s  
obscured. Both ceiling height and visibility equipment must be supplemented 
with visual observations to be completely reliable. Equipment to assisc in  
measuring cloud height consists of constantly rising balloons (5 ms'l) fo r  daq 
time use and a ceiling light beam with a theodolite o r  clinometer for  night use 
to measure the angle of inclination of the light spot on the cloud base, from 
which the cloud heights a r e  easily computed. These methods a r e  reliable up to 
1 km altitude. Several types of cloud height sets a r e  in use which have a 
visible o r  id ra red  beam and a detector to measure the light spot on the cloud 
and to compute cloud heights automatically. Readings can be a s  frequent a s  
every 3 sec. Readings a r e  provided either day o r  night and reliability is within 
10 percent up to six times the baseline (usually 122 m) . A vertical pointing 
radar may be used to detect clouds; it can frequently provide bases and tops of 
up to three layers of clouds. The measurements of cloud heights can be 
remoted and transmitted to a control center and recorded on magnetic tape. 
Launch of the Space Shuttle vehicle may be through clouds with some 
limitations and the returning Orbiter may fly through clouds and possibly light 
rain but these criteria a r e  yet to be determined. Expert predictions, flight 
fo:lowing, observations, and possibly reconr lissance will be required. 
Requirements for cloud information for  each operations event a r e  specified in 
Chapter 11. 
5. Radar Storm Detectors. Radar storm detectors operating a t  wave- 
lengths of about 3.2, 5.3, o r  10.3 c m  can detect clouds to a maximum range 
of 400 km, depending on the moisture content of the clouds and type of radar 
used. With this equipment, buildup, movement, and dissipation of fronts, 
squall lines, and isolated rain showers and thunderstorms can a l l  be detected. 
The complete data a r e  stored on video tape. 
The Basic Weather Radar Network comprises specific NWS and 
Defense radars. The FAA Air Traffic Control radars a r e  also used in this 
Network to provide limited data in the mountainous areas  of the western United 
States. NASA and USAF radars will also be available a s  pazt of the network 
for Space Shuttle suppcrt operations. 
Radar is one of the principal sources of weather information used 
in preparing vital weather warnings and observations that protect life and 
property, particularly for control and safety of awraft in flight. 
The Federal Plan for Weather Radars and Remote Displays [ T I ,  
currently under revision, will provide basic guidance and access for optimum 
use of the iladar Network. NWS is supportixg a ~ i g i t i z e d / ~ a d a r  Experiment 
(D/RADEX) to complete a three-dimensional digitized radar capability in 
FY 1974. 
ti. Remote Auton~ntic Weather Observing Stations. Remote aatomatic 
wcather o b s e r v i ~ ~  stat ions ( land and ocean buox) a r e  available and encompass 
a11 of the i tems of equip~ncnt  used in taking and recording the surface  observa- 
tions. They operate  unattended fo r  up to  2 weeks, o r  longer with a reliable 
p o w r  source. 
Automatic nreteo;.ological obselv  ing stat ions have been dcsigncd to  
perform such duties a s  reading basic nictcorological instruments and t rans-  
mitting data. A comparable sys tem for  remote urattcnded s i t e s  i s  under 
development. Systenis a r e  a l s o  being dcvelopcd t o  collect data f rom remote  
stat ions by satellite, a s  \wl! a s  the satell i te capability to observe and repor t  
s o ~ i i c  parameters  in remote a reas .  T o  get cr i t ica l  sea  level inforniation f rom 
data-sparse, storm-prone a reas ,  NWS is testing and evaluating three data- 
gathc . r~ ,~g buoys. T h e s t  have proven quite useful and will socn be  available 
for  operational programs and scientific investigations. Requin?nrents f o r  these 
autonwtic, rcniotc capabilities for collection of data a r c  specified in Chapter 11. 
7. E lcc t rosb t  ic I'otcntinl. Elcctrostn tic potcntinl is nicssurcd by n 
i-ndionctive deb ;C.C to  d c t i ~ r n l i ~ w  the electi-ic ficld intensity a t  a point on the 
ca 1311. The principle of olwmtion o i  the radioactive tlevice assunies  that the 
ionization of thc a i r  c lose  to  the condcctor is partly ca r r i ed  away by the field 
o r  i s  returned to  the scnsor ,  depcntling upon polarity, until a n  equilibrium cur -  
rent  flow is establishtd. 
A nother instrumc\nt used in tlieasuring potential gradient i s  the field 
mill. This instrument operates  by allowilrg: a fixed plate to  be alternately 
charged and discharged by the atmospheric potential gradient. Because of the 
difficulty of calibrating a radioactive device, the field mill  is used fo r  more  
precise  nieasurenients of atmospheric potential 15, 8-10]. 
8. Upper Air Observations 
The following improvements a r e  being made in the measurenlent of 
upper a i r  parameters:  
1. The Next Generation I r p p r  A i r  Sounding System (NESAIR) is the 
use  of on-site miniconiputers for  automatic processing of upper a i r  data f rom 
balloon-borne instruments. 
2. Experiments have shown that the 1or.g-lango r a d a r  with a digit izer/  
processor  can quantitatively d c t e r n ~ i n e  s e v e r e  weather cchocs and track them, 
prov itling better  information on their  espccted movement. 
3. The Airborne Weather Reconnaissance System ~AWARS) ,  POW un+Aer 
development by the Department of Defense, i s  a completely integmted system 
of airborne sensors,  with computer-generated display and data process iw sib- 
systems. AWARS i s  compatible with existing weather c o " ~ t i o n  and data s w s -  
mission systems and will provide an  improved capability to meet requirements 
for meteorological data collection, processing, and transmission from recon- 
naissance aircraft. 
4. New families of satellites will continue to provide more useful atmos- 
pheric data by ( a )  determining vertical soundings of atmospheric thermodynamk 
data, (b) providing more and better information from data-sparse areas ,  ancl 
( c )  providing better detection and tracking of storms. Also, the observations 
will be processed for real-time weather support. 
5. Remote sensing of atmospheric parameters shows much promise 
with equipment under development. There is considerable potential for  meas- 
uring the temperature, humidity, wind, and turbulence in the low levels sf the 
atmosphere with much more detail and reliability than was possible b.eretofore, 
and these should be applied to Space Shuttle operations when they become 
operational. 
1. Wind Observations Above the Surface Layer. Winds above the sur -  
face layer a r e  observed by noting the motion of objects in the atmosphere a s  
accurately a s  possible. The use of rising balloons which a r e  tracked by one o r  
two theodolites when they a r e  visible and by radar  o r  radin direction finding 
equipment is the most widely used methcd. A radiosonde suspcnded from a 
balloon transmits frequencies that a r e  converted to pressure,  tcm?erature, and 
humidity versus altitude and time. The complete observation from tilz surface 
until the balloons burst, frequently about 30 km, is called a rawinsonde observa- 
tion. A radar  reflective balloon, which i s  tracked with a precision radar,  
provides the most precise wind profilt to about 18 km. A roughened balloon i s  
used to prevent c.r control vortex shedding, with resultant decrease in aero- 
dynamic motion. A widely used sensor i s  a super pressv *e-roughened radar  
reflective balloon about 2 m ia  diameter, called a "jimsphere." Balloons 
designed to float a t  cocstant altitude can be placed in the atmosphere and 
tracked for several days, 
The resultant wind drift of an aircraft  over some distance is used to 
compute the resultant wind speed and direction a t  flight altitude. Meteorologicsl 
rockets launched to altitudes of 65 to 100 km may eject radar  chaff, falling 
spheres, o r  a souriding instrument. The most common rocketsonde provides 
inforcation from which winds, temperature, pressure and density e r e  computed 
from about 65 km to  25 o r  30 km a t  which points the data are compared with 
ratiiosoncle data. Special s e n s o r s  a r c  irscd in the upper atniosphcre ( see 
Section 11~5). hlany special  high-atmosphere and near-earth probes have 
provided s o m e  wind data in this region. Exploration, equipment, and data a r e  
cspected to  become routine above the 65 to 70 km altitude current ly  achitwed 
and to  increase  our  knowierige of the uppcr a t n ~ o s p h e r e  greatly in the next 
fvw years.  
8. Teniperature a.~d i: niidity. Temperature  and humidity in the upper 
a tmospherc a r e  reported routinely by radiosondr* oh..;;l -q ations ( th : - , .~rmo-  
dynamic data froni the rawinsonde). hloisture decreases  below the threshold 
of routine detection a t  a b u t  12 km. Special observations have measured mois- 
tu re  above th is  level but the amount has not bcen determined a s  significant f o r  
Space Shuttle operational support  requirements. Temperat.lre, however, can  
be  nieasured o r  conlputcd f rom nearly al l  probes discussed undcr wind obser-  
vations. Temperature  and humidity can be measured from a tethered balloon 
which i s  nllowed to ascend to  about 300 11.1 and i s  then recovered. Temperature  
and humidity a r c  a l so  frequently available from a i rc ra f t  observations. Sonw 
spccia 11. equippcd reconna issance a i rcraf t  may drop s e n s o r s  known a s  drop- 
sonclcs f row which profiles of tcniperaturc, Iiuniidity, and p ressure  a r c  com- 
putccl from flight level to the surfacc from radio sign-als transmitted to  the 
a i rcraf t .  
3. Pressure .  P r c s s u r c  in the uoper atmosphere i s  measured with a n  
aneroid cell  and an a r m  which i s  activated by the aneroid to  sweep a c r o s s  
electrical  contacts, causing signal transmissjons that can be interpreted a s  
pressure .  Data a r e  rcliable to about 0.2 to  1.0 percent, degending on height, 
up to  10 mb. Above 10 mb a hypsonieter uses  the principle of the variation 
with altitude of the boiling point of a liquid (carbon disulfide) to  measure  
a tn~ospher ic  pressure .  The barometer o r  hypsometer is par t  of the sounding 
equipnient described previously. 
4.  Airborne Radar  Storm Detection Equipment. Radar  s t o r m  detection 
equipment, specially designed fo r  a i rborne operation, is o&n car r i ed  aboard 
a i rcraf t .  These  observations o r  scope readings a r e  usually available only to  
the flight c rew and little use  is made of them af te r  their  itnmediate use. Special 
reconnaissance a i rc ra f t  may photographically record scope pictures of major  
s t o r m s  o r  hurricanes and the AWARS System i s  designed t o  make this informa- 
tion available for use  along with other  weather data. 
5. Weather Satellite Observations. Weather satel l i te observations 
h : ~ w  provided global cloud cover  photographs about 12 years.  The program has  
not yet achieved its full operational capability, but a large  amount of useful 
data has been collected. Present satellites transmit data directly to ground 
receiving sites and store the information on magnetic tape for subsequent 
iransmission on demand. Future satellites will rely on scanning radiometers 
for earth-cloud imagery in both visual and infrared waveleogths. 
The environmental satellite program will enter a new phase in 1974 
with the launch of two Synchronous Meteorological Satellites, NASA' s prototypes 
for the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) . The GOES 
system will provide nearly continuous observations of cloud cover, hurricanes, 
and severe storms and will collect and relay data from observing platforms 
and remote stations. Both NOAA and the Department of Defense a r e  readying 
ground facilities for use with the GOES system. NOAA is establishing Satellite 
Field Service Stations a t  Miami, Washington D.C., Kansas City, San 
Francisco, and Honolulu to provide around-the-clock analysis and interpretation 
of the satellite data fcr weather analysis and forerasts, storm warnings, and 
oceanograyhic forecasts. The Air Force is establishing a similar facility a t  
its Global Weather Central (GWC) , Offutt A i r  Forca Base. 
The current polar-orbititi r NOAA series of operational satellites 
will be maintained, with new launches kheduled a s  needed. The ITOS-D, now 
NOAA 2, was launched in October 1972 and ITOS-E, now NOAA 3, in 1973. 
Satellitas in this series provide day and night images of the earth, its cloud 
cover and oceans, a s  well a s  vertical profiles of temperature and moisture 
in tbe atmosphere. Additional information is contained in Reference 11. 
'I C. Space Environment Observing Equipment 
1. Earth' s Magnetic Field. The earth' s magnetic field is measured by 
a magnetometer network which measures geomagnetic variation. Variations of 
the geomagnetic data furnished by the network a r e  related to temperature and 
density variations at the altitudes of low earth satellites. A large solzr f lare 
can cause immediate disruption of communications systems due to emission of 
ultraviolet and X-ray energy. This activity is followed, in 30 to 60 min, by 
high energy protons, called cosmic rays. About 2 days later the solar protons 
and electrons emitted from the f lare reach the earth's atmosphere, causing 
magnetic and ionospheric storms. The magnetometer readings prcvide a 
quantitative indication of atmospheric and electron density changes to be 
expected a few hours after the onset of the magnetic storm [ 21. 
2. Ionospheric Soundings. Ionospheric soundings ( ionogra ms) up to 
the FP layer (about 300 km) provide indications of disturbed conditions caused 
by s o k r  flares o r  magnetic storms and information concerning the propagation 
of HF radio communications systems in the region earnpled. The ionospheric 
sounder consists basically of a pulse transmitter, a wide-band receiver, a 
rcadout and a power supplv. Thc equipment detcrniines, a s  a function of fre- 
ql~cncy, the virtual heights and electron densities of reflecting layers in the 
ionosphere up to the layer of masimuni electron dcnsity (F2 layer) 12) .  
3. Cosmic Radio Noise. The relative intensity of cosmic radio noise 
-
received a t  the ear th 's  surface i s  n~easured  by an  instrument called a riometer. 
The cosmic radio noise i s  abs,s'~ed o r  attenuated a s  i t  passes  tilrough the 
ionosphere and the aniount of atis--ation depends upon the density of charged 
particles in the ionosphere. Thcsc measurements a r e  useb?l for detecting 
solar  flare activity and related changes in ionospheric density and for predicting 
long-range co~ilmunications conditions 1 2 1 . 
4. Eieutron Nonitor. A neutron monitor i s  an equipment system which 
uniquely detects those secondary neutrons and protons which a r e  produced a s  
a result of collisions of high energy protons with a i r  molecules in the ear th ' s  
uppcr ttmospl~erc. The high encrgy protons, which a r e  emitted f rom solar  
f laws ,  hnvr? energies greater  than 400 hkv.  Information concerning the 
occurrence of high encrgy protons i s  useful for providing warnings to manned 
s p c e  activities and for predicting subsequent variations in the density, elec- 
tron tlcnsity, and magnctic field strength. The equipment consists of a s e r i e s  
of Geiger tubes surroundcd by Icad and polyethylene. An alarm system i s  
activated when the counting ra te  esceeds a predetermined level 121. 
5. Rocketsonde and Upper Atmosphere Rockct Probes. Rocketsonde 
and qqxr atniosphcre rocket probes a r c  made on an esperinwntal and test  
basis. Winds, temperature, pressure,  and density a r e  measured quite f rc-  
quently from rawinsonde altitudes (30 km) to abol~t 65 km. With slightly larger  
rockets the data can be estended ironi (i5 kin to about 90 km. Above 90 km, 
tliffcrcnt techniques must be used and, with larger  rockets, the costs  increase 
rapidly. Rocket probes with mass spectrometers to detect the composition of 
the upper atmosphere have beer. used experimentally. Data a r e  gathered by 
these techniques from about 120 km to about 155 km with some measurements 
a s  high a s  320 knl 1121. Special cryogenically cooled instruments map provide 
atmospheric composition measurements much lower than 120 km. 
6. Densities of Satellite Altitudes, Densities a t  satellite a,..: des (140 
km and above) a r e  most often computed from orbit  trajectories. A drag coef- 
ficient of the satellite i s  co i -y ted  or assumed, and the orbital decay is  a 
function of the density, Deczitios a t  these altitudes a r e  also measured by 
satellite-borne accelerometers and mass spectrometers. 
7. Solar Activity. Solar activity is observed by a solar optical telescope 
system to maintain continuous visual and photographic surveillance of the solar 
atmosphere. Also a radio telescope can be used, consisting basically of an 
antenna and a receiver. The unit of measurement for  radio frequencies associ- 
ated with solar flares i s  antenna temperature in degrees Kclvin. The radio 
frequency emission from the sun may increase by several orders of magnitude 
during a large solar flare. The receiver amplifies only those signals in a 
certain band of f rq tencies .  
0. Prediction Capabilities of the Natural Environment 
Because prediction capabilities have many variables.and prediction 
results a r e  controversial, they a r e  discussed here only in generalities. In 
addition to the natural environment variables, such variables a s  the time 
interval involved, the lead time, the detail desired, the information available 
and the options available influence a successful prediction capability. There is 
some capabile'y, however limited, to predict all  of the natural environment 
items discussed herein. Tradeoffs have suscessfully been reached in the past 
between observing, engineering and predicting. This document is the initial 
step to explore ways to again successfully achieve this balance and to identify 
the actions to follow in the intervening years for  suppoft of the Space Shuttle 
Program. 
Nearly al l  prediction methods require that past occurrences be exten- 
sively investigated. Some patterns become apparent (such a s  seasonal weather 
conditions and the solar activity cycle), but a s  more and more detail is 
required about the future, the more chance there is that some unknown factor 
will modif- ihe pattern. In the upper atmosphere, data a re  just becoming 
available s o  that a s  these data a r e  analyzed and more data a r e  gathered, it is 
reasonable to expect that upper atmosphere predictions will improve more 
rapidly than those for the lower atmosphere. Also, additional papers on upper 
atmosphere and space predictions a r e  becoming available [ 131. 
In the lower atmosphere, environmental data have been gathered for 
many years and the records a r e  available to provide a complete description of 
past occurrences. s o  there is now available a nearly complete description of 
atmospheric phenomena which mag be expected to occur in the future, a s  well 
a s  a close estimate of the frequency of expectation of certain criteria. To 
assure that operations a r e  within the design capability of equipment, the chances 
of a phenomenon occurring must be traded off against the cost and feasibility of 
&signing for that criterion. Secondly, a capability must be developed to assure 
that, operationrhy, the established Space Shuttle design criteria and operational 
constraints a r c  not cscccdtul [ 141. This i s  accompli~hed by (1 )  carefully 
~neasuring the phcnon-enon, (2)  con~municat ing data to control authority along 
with adequate prediction and warning that the operation i s  on a collision course 
with the environment, and (3) directing alternate options that a r e  available. 
Progress  of prediction capabilities i s  described in Reference 4 and 
supporting documents. Special prediction requirements to support events in 
the Space Shuttle operations a r e  established in Chapter 11. 
E. Existing and Programmed Facilities for Kcnnedy Space 
Center (KSC) and Cape Kennedy Air Force Station 
(CKAFS), Florida 
The esisting facilities available for environmental support for the Space 
Shuttle a t  KSC and CKAFS a r e  described in detail in Reference 15. A summary 
of the primary facilities required i s  listed in this document Chapter 11, Section 
XI, which also contains a map of the Wind System Network in the KSC and C U F S  
areas.  
F. Existing and Programmed Facilities for Vandenberg 
Air Force Brse (VAFB), California 
The esisting capabilities in support of Space Shuttle Tes t s  and operations 
a t  VAFB a r e  described in detail in Reference 16. A summary of primary 
facilities required is listed in this document, Chapter II, Section 11. A map 
and description of tl-.u Weather Information Network and Display System is 
presented in Chaptrx 11. 
C. Natural Environment Support Concepts 
This document describes Space Shuttle natural environment service 
requirements and capabilities to meet known requirements. Although in some 
cases  certain organizations a r e  recommended to meet these requirements, 
these a r e  intended cnly to  specify possible solutions to begin a systematic pro- 
cedure to designate support organizations a t  an ear ly  date. I t  i s  recommended 
that a Space Shuttle natural environment support agreement be  negotiated 
between NASA, NOAA, USAF, havy, and other participants a t  an  ear ly  date. 
NASA (NOA A )  ark1 l S A F  have weather facilities available t o  support 
the Space Shuttlc activities a t  KSC. Thc hISFC Arrospace Environment Division 
can provide natural environment support studies f o r  design, mission analysis, 
diff~lsion, and othcr special activities. Normally, JSC controls manned vehicles 
f rom lift-off to tlecwhit. The cmt ro l  for f i n d  approach and l a d i n g  for the 
Orbiter has not bCcil eslahlished. 
The fowceet  facility a t  VAE'B is  capable o i  providing the natural environ- 
i l ~ e ~ l t  support [or prelaunch, lartncl~ to orbit, znd dcorbit to  landing operations 
a t  1'AFU and M F B ,  California, Korn~al ly ,  AFSCS controls Air Fo rce  missions 
from boq~qter ticparation to mission complr~ti~m. C' ina! approach and landing 
control has not been estsblished. 
h ~ t i a l l v ,  nr~tural cl-\ imnrnc::it inforntation to ant1 from the Orbiter will 
be provided t h r ~ a g h  JSC, AYSCS, o r  o t l~c r  communications center.  After some 
expcrienre, othcr dirwr ctvlt.lcts with t h c  Orbiter a r c  being co ~sir lered for 
ccrtrcm information not ycht .,pc,cificld. 
"Flight follow in^" ~hoilld be ust>ri for a11 flichrs. This consists of a 
team of atrlwspheric specin l ists who an;! :yze e\ cry  dcta i I  of the atmosphere to 
be 'ncottntcred In the proposed flikht pail; continuall\ update their  informa- 
tion and analysis a s  thr mission progresses. Additional information continually 
bccomc?~ available and the progress of thc ~ : i s s i o n  itself verifies and a s s i s t s  
in projecting iilformat~on for the ri?maiaric.r I 1:' t h e  inission. 
Worlciwde monitorcng an3 lo recas t~ng  ior  abort  locations 1s nccesaary. 
Several organizations may have this capa l~~l i ty .  Global Weather Central, 
O f f ~ t t  .41.'B, Nebraska, probably accomplisl~es this on a routine basis. Cow-  
dinatton is ntbct?ssarv to  designatt. a n  orgaruzatioi~ f o r  t h i ~  function. 
SECTION I I I .  D l SCUSS ION OF NATURAL ENV 1 RONMENT SUPPORT 
SERVICE FOR SPACE SHUTTLE DEVELOPMENT TESTS 
Thc: Space Shuttle vc?hicle and support equipment will undergo extensive 
tceting. Some of the tosts will require natural cnvi ronnl~ .   support specifically 
fo r  and unique to the tes ts  or series of tests. Other tcs ts  will require  support 
s imtlar  to that required for  f u t u r ~  npemtions. In both cases ,  the experience 
gained fronl thc, t w t s  will bc \tsed in eatabliahlng the final operational 
i'equi remena, 
The nature of testing is such that changes a r e  usually required and, 
while this document will make every attempt to anticipate requirements and 
specify facilities needed to measure and predict the natural environment 
expected to be encountered, revisions and improvements a r e  expected during 
the course of preparation and testing. 
Section 111, Chapter.11 describes each test and ser ies  of tests with a 
known natural environment interface arid specifies the support required for 
successful test completion. 
The Space Shuttle Program schedule a s  it  is currently known is shown 
in Table 2. 
For  all  tests in which :he natural environment is a significant factor, 
one must consider not only the environment at the test site but also the environ- 
ment in which the equipment will operate. For example, a test s i te  in the 
desert may be adequate and desiral~le for tests, but subsequent operatiors a t  
Cape Kennedy may invalidate the tests if "sea air" causes the  equipment to 
deteriorate. When stated, this appears so obvious a s  to be redundant, but 
numerous cases have occurred when tlris was overlooked and extensive modifi- 
cations were required a t  the operating location. Also, all  changes in the envi- 
ronment with location a r e  not a s  apparen,: therefore, tests must relate to the 
natural environment a t  all operating locations. Pertinent NASA documents 
define the natural environment for all operating locations and the design criteria 
for space vehicle development [ 6, 8, 17, 18i . 
Organizations capable of providing required natural environment support 
a t  the test sites a r e  a s  follows: 
1. Edwards AFB - USAF Air Weather Service Detachment. 
2. Mississippi Test Facility - Assigned technical support contractor 
and MSFC participation if needed. 
3. Kennedy Space Center - NOAA and USAF personnel and facilities 
a r e  available at Cape Kennedy. 
4. Marshall Space Flight Center - NASA personnel and facilities a r e  
available a t  the test area. 
Natural environment support for tests a t  Canoga Park, Santa Susana, and 
Palmdale, California, should be prwided by the organization responsible for the 
teRts. Spc'cific natural environment test support requirements should be coor- 
dinated with support personnel well in advance of the requirement. In some 
cases special data may be required for  postanalyses. 

SECTION IV.  D ISCUSSION OF NATURALENVIRONMENT 
SUPPORT SERVICE FOR PHASE I 
EVENTS - PRELIMINARIES AND PRELAUNCH 
Preliminaries for the first  frights will include considerable develop- 
mental testing. The prelirrinary eventt; for which a standardized natural envi- 
ronment support service appears desirable a r e  included here. Since the 
Orbiter is reusable, al l  events which occur after a landing from a previous 
mission a r e  included in the preliminaries and prelaunch phase for the next 
mission, except ferry flights which a re  considered in Section M. All listed 
events may not occur during each sequence but the support mllst be available. 
The preliminaries a r e  considered as events which take place before the booster 
and Orbiter a r e  erected for  mission launch. There a r e  no f i rm lines between 
events and service for any one event may be available from service provided 
for other events, but for each mission sequeilce there must be a conscious 
effort to provide for service required so that lead times a r e  properly antici- 
pated and milestones a r e  successfully achieved. Events may range from a 
decision to proceed o r  to alter o r  cancel the mission because of a condition of 
extreme emergency. By meeting the requirements for each event, the natural 
environment service support is expected to develop into a smooth-flowing, 
available, service operation which can be applied a s  needed for the success 
of the mission. 
The Phase I events for which natural environment senrice is specified 
a r e  listed in %e Table of Contents and a r e  discussed in Section N, Chapter 11. 
Events 1 through 3 a re  generally considered in preliminary events but some of 
them must also be considered in prelaunch. Events 4 through 9 a r e  milestones 
in the prelaunch countdown. Generally this support is patterred after experi- 
ence gained from Saturn V-Apollo missions [ 191 and is expected to be revised 
a s  the Space Shuttle is developed and tested. 
A. Prel iminar ies 
The preliminaries a re  considered as  events which may take place at 
any place in the world, although generally within the 50 states. 
The surface extremes which must be considered a r e  described in 
References 6 and 17. References 20 and 21 describe the toxic fuel hazards. 
Section 11 and References 6 and 17 provide the background necemary to meet 
the support requirements in Events 1 through 3. 
B. Prelaunch 
The prelaunch events 4 through 8 a r e  a series  of countdown events in 
which a hazardous environment might cause delays or  s e r i w s  damags. Event 
7 requires an advance prediction for the entire mission. 
Events 4 through 8 a r e  based on ~xperienccs which were encountered 
in Saturn other countdowns. Hwever,  the environment service is expected 
to be more exacting for the Spacc Shuttle mated v~hic le .  The operational 
vehicles a r e  expected to be on the launch pad only a few days, but test vehicles 
msy be on the pad for several months. The unique suppcrt req~irements  to be 
considered during this period a r e  a s  follows: 
1. The wind profile from the surface to about 91 m is  required. 
Observations for this profile a re  required from a meteorological tower near 
the launch complex. Also on-pad measurements near the top 2nd base of the 
vehicle a re  minimum requirements. Predictions must be made for the entire 
preparation period. The extreme ~onditions expected a re  available from 
climatological records. Continuous predictions up to 72 h m r s  must be made 
s o  that oracautions can be taken if certain limits a r e  expected. 
2. The temperature profile from ihe surface to about 91 m is required. 
The basic profile from sensors on a meteo~~ological tower a re  required, and 
additional measurements a r e  needed from the surface of the vehicle to compute 
vehicle bending (due to ther.na1 stresses) : and temperatures a r e  needed from 
inb~de the vehicle for compartment and equipment temperatures. 
3. Measurements must also be made of humidity and other impurities 
which may cause deterioration of equipment used repeatedly. 
4. Items associated with storms must also br . . .\ {tored and predictel 
Storm radar is required for short-term predictionc 'L;, LU 3 hours) for s + o r w .  
Specific items to monitor and predict for storms a re  winds, hail, electrical 
potential, precipitation, and cloud cover. Data obtained via satellite a r e  
required to help interpret storm movement and intensity. 
5. Operational sea ~::,te' o r  wave energy forecaets for the SRB recovery 
areas are made routinely by the Fleet Numerical Weather Central a t  Monterey. 
These forecasts should be available from approximately 36 hours before lacncil 
until the solid rocket boosters a r e  recovered. 
In Kvcut 7 ,  clccisions to launch a r e  made continually, based partially 
on the compldc spcctrum of enviro~imental information for whlch this document 
establishes the rquireinent.  There will be certain milestones thrwqkout the 
niission when this decision will be reviewed. At that time al l  i tems ir this 
docunicnt for which some foresight i s  available s h d d  be presented. Particular 
empl~asis  mtis? be placed on all items which will be crit ical prior to the next 
review period. Some decisions will irrevocably commit certain events. The 
predictions for these events must be carefully prepared aad clearly presented. 
Although the Space Shuttle i s  planned to become a routine operation, the deci- 
sions to proceed with each phase must guard against apathy and such checks 
should be included in the standardization procedures. Automatic wardngs  and 
safeguards must be built into the system to prevent proceeding until a l l  natural 
environment items have been considered. 
The natural environment requirements f o r  mission abort, Event 8, 
must be satislied before the decision to launch i s  made. F o r  the once-around 
and return to launch site (RTLS) aborts, the landing requirements a r e  the 
saiiie a s  those listed in Section VII. Since emergency landings a t  other loca- 
tions might be considered, for  example a t  EAFB, it would be necessary to  
know the status of those airfields pr ior  to  launch. 
SECTION V. DISCUSSION OF NATURAL ENVIRONMENT SUPPORT 
SERVICE FOR PHASE I I EVENTS - LAUNCH TO ORB I T  
The natural environment for  the launch-to-orbit phase must be  well 
understooi when the final decision to launch i s  made. The operations events 
which interface with the natural environment and the mean= of providing the 
rcquired service a r e  detailed in Chapter II of this document but they a r e  
sunimarized here. The four groups of e v e n s  a r e  listed in the Table of Con- 
tents. Events 1 through 3 involve the lift-off and lower atmosphere flight. 
Events 4 through 6 involve the transition portion of the flight (above 7 km). 
1. ve3ts 7 through 11 involve the booster flight and recovery. Events 12 through 
14 involve the Orbiter flight into earth orbit and disposal of the external tank 
( ET) . The service requirement i s  based on Saturn V-Apollo experience and 
it i s  t-\petted that much more 'mowledge will be gained during Space Shuttle 
develol t tnent tests. 
A. Lift-off and Low Atmosphere Flight 
Events I through 3 require observation, analysis, and prediction of the 
lowez atmosphere (uq to 7 km) as  it involves the Space Shuttle. In addition to 
routine data, the followiag unique support requirements must be considered: 
1. The detailed w i d ,  temperature, and humidity profiles from the 
surface to approximately 91 m are  required and will be measured from sensors 
on a meteorological tower located in the launch complex. In addition, it is 
necessary to have wind sensors on the lamch tower to monitor the effect of the 
wind on the vehicle and the booster exhaust cloud. 
2. The wind and temperature profile from the surface to about 27 km, 
obtained from weather charts and from rawinsonde and FPS-16 radar/jimsphere 
observations, are  requid.  Winds up to 3 km are  required for pollution con- 
trol and up to 6 km for acoustic propagation. 
3. Special equipment is required to obtain information of the electro- 
static potential between the earth and the atmosphere. 
4. Aerial reconnaissance of cloud conditions should be available and 
used a s  necessary. Very high level reconnaissance from U-2 type aircraft, 
AWARS, satellites, o r  other means with sensors telemetering data and trans- 
mitting pictures to the control center may be desirable. 
5. Since the MSFC multilayer diffusion model will be used for exhaust 
cloud predktions, the capability to acquire all input parameters is required. 
Generally, detailed information is needed on winds, temperature, humidity, 
and rain in acd surrounding the launch aixa. 
6. Transition Fligh! 
Events 4 through 6 require detailed analysis of the atmosphere for the 
transition portion of the flight. The following unique support requirements 
must be considered: 
1. Winds, 8pecifically from near the surface to about 18 km, are  
required in a s  much detail a s  posaible to predict the effects of maximum 
dynamic pressure, tmnsolric flight, and any wind shears over the length of the 
vehicle. The FPS-16/jimsphere is recognized a s  the required system to obtain 
detailed wind information in this region. 
2 .  Although the a s w n t  vchiclc reaches masinium dynamic p r e s s u r c  
( m a s  q )  ncar  11.25 kni, it i s  within 10 pcrccnt of m a s  q from about 5 .  S kt11 
( 19 000 ft) to 16.5 ktn (54 (100 11) ~ l t i t u d e .  I t  i s  espccted to be quite sensit ive 
to  wind direction and speed in this region but the c r i t e r i a  l imi ts  have yet  to be 
determined. 
3. Booster and Orbi ter  separation (about 41 km) may demand wind/wind 
s h e a r  requirements for test flights. Details a r e  ncit yet  known. 
C. Booster Trajectory , Descent and Recovery 
1-:vents T through 1 1 require  a s  niuch inform:~tion a s  possible about the 
atniosphere from separation to b o s t c r  apogce and to  the surface.  The re tu rn  
trajectory and impact location must be determined p r io r  to launch. In addition 
to  routine data there  a r e  unique support requirements to consider: 
1. The booster rccovcry vcsscl  i s  espc-cted to  be on recovery station 
about (i hours p r io r  to  launch. During the prelaunch period completc marine  
v:eatiwr surface  obscrvations including s c a  s t a te  and mast  height wind speed 
and direction a r e  des i red each hour. The ship should have a capability to  takc 
upper a i r  wind observations (PIBALS) to  3004 m ( 10 COO ft) , o r  to  cloud base 
hcight, and take a t  least  one PIBAL observation pr io r  to  launch if requested by 
launch-support off ic~als .  
2. Aerial reconnaissmce should Ix? available for  use  in marginal  
situations, for cletcrmining wind drif t ,  s e v e r e  weather, clouds, s e a  s t a t e  and 
a t mospheric turbulence, t o  augment o ther  sources  if necessa rv. 
:I. Thc horizontal dr i f t  of the boosters on impact may be cri t ical .  The 
l i n ~ i t s  of horizontal drift specd and, in turn, the masitnunl wind in the lower 
150 m of the atmosphere a r e  yet t o  be determined. Wind may be determined 
c i  thcr  from sea  s t a tc  o b s e n ~ d  from satell i tes o r  f rom a cathcr  buoys positioned 
in the a r m  which will t ransmit  meteorological and s e a  state conditions. 
1. AIeteorolo~;ica l and sea  s ta te  observations f rom satell i tes,  buoys, o r  
radar-scanning1 on a tes t  bas is  should be s tar ted a s  soon a s  possible. The 
1. The Skywave radar-scanning technique i s  being developed by NOAA' s Wave 
Propaga tion Laboratory. 
early star t  will not only provide inforn1:rtion to begin n cliit~atic history of 
cspectcd conditions but also clctc-rmintl the optinli~tn prowdare for collecting 
the da! i for rc*cord nntl real-tiuw piu'pcwx~ 
5. While the prc"scnt co~~cci , ;  '.: that a Spacc Shuttle launch will not be 
clebye.;l because of unfavorablc conditions in ikp boostcr impact area, the 
obscrvn tions a lw r t , u ;  red for szfety of the r e ~ o v w y  operations. Recovery 
capability r s  for spa state 4 11 asimum. 
D. Orbiter Flight and Orbit 
k:vcnts 12 through 14 nectl sp:rc.c invironn~ent information. Because tnis 
ic a ncw activity with only limiwci nianncd space ~ I Y I V C ~  for esperiencc, 311 
possible support rcqaircnlcnts must be considered carefully: 
1. Natural cnv ironnlcnt d.1 to nccdCd for aborts  nus st be mailable prior 
to bunch ( scc  Section 1 ~ 1 ; )  . 
2. ;\ftcr transition to sp:wc flight, nccdc\d infornmtion nlipht include: 
rlcnsity :rt nltitudcs o f  1cw GI rth sn tcllites, vari:~ tions of gco!nagnet ic d3t3 from 
a 1113gn~to1n~.tcr il~t\vvrk, r.iec*tron dc"usitic~s in the ionosphcrc, high c8ocxy+?+ 
protons and swonclary neutrons :and protons, and solar optical and solar radio 
tciesccqx d3t9 for n~cusurcn~c~uts of olar nctivity. It is :~nticipsted that q x ~ c c  
obstxvations will provide nluch i ~ n p r o v ~ d  spwo data over thosc prcscntly 
available from ground stn tions. 
SECTION V I .  D ISCUSSION OF NATURALENVIRONMENT 
SUPPORT SERVICE FOR P ! W E  ! I ( 
EVENTS - ORBIT MANEUVERS AND OPE!?ATIONS 
The natural cnvironmcnt for space olwrations for low earth orbit satel- 
lites must be continually monitored for known : .uards  such as c f f c ~ t s  of solar 
activity, mctcors and nwteoritcs nnd also bwuuse of lack of esperiencc for an!: 
~:tllinow~*, unforeseen o r  unanticipated hostile environment. The cvents a r c  
listed in the contents. The NOAA cq,t.rutcd Spacc Environment facility a t  
Boulder, Colorado, in coordination with the AWS Aerospace Environnwnt Sup- 
port Center at  Offutt A F U ,  Nebraska, is  available to provide Natural Environ- 
ment support for Space Shuttle sp:lcc operations 
I'l:~nning for thv n:~lnr:~l environmcnl s i t l y w l ~ - 1  fclr missie~ll 11:1?.1*1:1ds and 
expcrilrients is a responsibility of ~ay load  ntunagers as Space Shuttle missions 
a I-c cnotrwived. I1 is recommemled t l w  t oay load mn1l:Igers sperify and coordinate 
spcci:~l n~ission rec~uircments with the natural envilwinient support personnel. 
The Flight oper:~tions Planning Group ( FLOP) a t  JSC pl:~ns to phblish a 
handbook for  mission paylontl mannxers for guidance in plnnning mission pay- 
load support. Support for nriliLary missions may iw ccmrclinatecl through the 
Air Force Satellite Control Facilily (AFSCF) at  Sunnyvale, California. For 
join1 missions, c:oordin:~tie)n and agreemen1 Cor nwessary s ~ ~ y q ~ o r t  a s  fa r in 
acIv:\nce a s  ; w s s i I ~ I ~  is :d\.is:tl)le. 
A known si:untic~n that n1w1 be cwnsitlt*t-ctl for those p y  lands l11:lt wi I1 
l x  left in  orbit :lncl rtrtricved st?vet:~l nlonlhs hto. is that the p;tylond must I* 
in :I re1 r~evnblo orl~i t  \vhen FCIICYI~IILVI f t~ r  p i d q ) .  The orbital decay must be 
predicted with sufficient :iccuracy so that pickup may be accomplisl~ed in con- 
junction with olller scheduled missions. 
3. 501;~ I- p:~rl icles c:li. Iwt delecied wilh a neutron monitor to detect 
high-nnerm solar protons (aiw~li  -IOU X-lev) and secondary neutrons :rut1 prolons. 
A riornetar ciill be used to tle1ec.t slower rwving low-energy particles ( 50 klev) 
which arrive* .~l)out 4 hours after I he hi&!;-energy protons. 
4. h1easure111ents v;tn.r~ion.+ 1,) geomagnetic data from saiellite data 
or f r o m  n magnetometer uctwork. 
6.  Any inr-rcnsc in rntli:~! ion f rcm n:tlrtr:~l or tn:tn-made stntrccs tn:ty be 
h:lznrdous :ind rtquire immeli:tte return to enrth. 
Various activities in the orbital environment might require different criteria 
for  each of the above items but each of them must be monitored and predicted 
for each event atwl limiting criteria nlust 1); establisl~ed. 
Adtlilion:tl discussion of tlie neat--earth sp:lce environment :wd its effects 
on space 0per:ltions is inclwled in fkferetwe 22. 
SECTION V I  I. DISCUSSION OF NATURAL ENVIRONMENT 
SUPPORT SERVICE FOR PHASE I V  
EVENTS - DEORB IT, ENTRY, AND LAND ING 
I1trder the prcsc?nt tntwlc of oper:rt itw I h c  r )rl,i(er is  commilted t o  a 
specific landing si te  (:lntl perl~:i))s eveil :I specific ritnw:iy) upon the decision to 
deorbit. Furthermore, it is  ccmst rnined frotn flight through thuticlerstornls, 
icing, and perhaps r:lin of tnodernte o r  hwvy i!:tensity. While 11': ceiling,! 
visibiiih constr:iints h:~ve heen specificcl, it is  unlikely that landings during 
Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) conditions will be pernritted for tlie first  few 
test flights. Also, it appears thi\t wind profile information below 24 km (80K 
ft) will be required. 
Considering these atmospheric constr:~inls, the inflexible f lighl l)l;it~, 
and the time interval between Orbiter I:l~rtling and deorbit decision, it is  apparent 
that extensive, current n:ituctl cn~ironmenl d:~tii will be vital to the decision to 
denrbit. A hypersonic glide profilc rectit~~y is described in Reference 22, pages 
:{(I and 31, n 1111  meteorologic:^ 1 nwnsuretnent requirements a r e  proposed there. 
A. Deorbit to 122 km (400 000 ft), 
Events IV -1  and IV-2 
The decision to deorbit requires a guaranteed suitable landing site. 
Other atmospheric d : ~ b  such a s  density a b n g  the entry path should be provided 
as posible u a i q  available density models (i.e. 4D Global Reference ~ t m o s p h e r e )  
with appropriate solar activity inputs. 
B. Entry Events IV-3and IV-4, 122 km (400000ft) to 
24 km (80 000 ft) 
Fro111 SO km ( X U  OUo fl) to 60 km ( 195 000 it) altitwlc the vehicle will 
eqwrience m:~simi~ln he;~!ing due to :tt mosphcric dcnsity anti density ~ r : d i e n t s . ~  
Enlry from high incli~ution missions m;y rcquirc long cluration flight : ~ t  near- 
constnnl ;I ltitide and :lt high 1:lti tilde. The In rgc ho:~izont;~l density grnclic~its 
somcti mcs found in these rczions III:I\ prcstwt Orbilcr heating an(! trajectory 
arol lens .  \\'hi lc tlwrc a r c  insufficient r l ; l t : ~  for cburrcnt ;III:I lyscs from i d r e -  
clucnt :\MI witlcly sp;tcal rockctsonclc ol)scrv:~tiuiis :I rc;llislic global atmospheric 
nltxlcl for  s i  nlu htions is  :\mi l:11)1~. Spoci:~ 1 rcwl.;ctsonclc observations might be 
desirable in some cases for the Shuttle flight test program. 
C. Entry Event IV-5, TAEM, 24 km (80 000 ft) to 
3.6 km (12 000 ft) 
Tlic wind prof i lc for this phase nwy be tleterniined from speci:~l mwin- 
s o ~ ~ t l c  observations taken as  near deorbit time as  cl;1t:1 ewiuntion and comnluui- 
c:iLious permit. It mny be necessary io install special communicaticns fncil- 
ities to insure imniediate transn~ission of the wind data to the Orbiter. 
Acrinl rcconnnissance and weather r:&r information to detect and 
report severe wenther, c ritica 1 turlm lence, rain. and icing may be necessary. 
\\'bile the means of observing tllese pli~nornen:~ a r e  available, t h e  speedy col- 
lection, ewluntion, ; I I I ~ I  ~lisse~nin:~tion t  the user I I I : ~ ~  require special conmu- 
nic:~tion f;lcilitics. 
D. Entry Event IV-6, Autoland, 3.6 km (12 000 ftl 
to Landing 
LYhilc it is still necessary to avoid cerrain ntmospheric hazi~rds ( s e e  
constr:~ints listed :~l)ove), it is not possible to make major changes in the 
flight plan during Ihis event. Ground-based weather rndnr and visual observa- 
lions tnigllt l~c!  usctl lo ;~voicl hnmrtls in emergency sitwtions. Termin:ll 
\W;I lhvr c*ontli t iow s w h  :IS c*ei ling hc.ight, visil)i lity . wint; tlircc-lion ant1 slwecl, 
;1Ititw4t~r setling* vtc. , :Ire reqi~ired i~ifvrnwtion for :)I1 i:~~dings. 
SECTION V I I I .  NATURALENVIRONMENT SUPPaRT 
SERVICE FOR ORB ITER FERRY FLIGHTS 
U r h t e r  f c r v  flight e\xmts :ire listcul in the contcntb and, while execution 
of each fligkt will be ai,nilnr to an n i r c n f t  flight, the p r e y u a l i m s  and cisso- 
ciattd support will bc more critical. Fiight cr i ter ia  a r e  yet to be determined 
but a r e  espccted to bc   no re restrit-live than :lirc'r:~ft flights. OT:c arg:~rliz;~tlcm, 
such as  the Air Wc:~t l~cr  Serv iw (ilobal \\'eather Centerit1 (G\\'C) , should be 
charged with nntur:il cni iroliu~cnt forccust :lnd flight-following sulqlor! for : i i l  
Orl~i tc r  fcrv flights. El1 route su1jpol.1 f:~cilities :Ire espt'esltul Lo be ~uili t ;~l: \ .  
a i r  lxises which will i 1 ) 1 1 ~ ) \ ~  p ro~wl i i res  :I( cording to G\VC instrmtions. 
The ;light support req11iri.d is  listed in Events 2 through 4. Flight 
following a s  describcti in Section IIG should be used for all  fe r ry  flights. 
Event 5, vortex predictions anti lifc history, i s  unique. Tht: process i s  
under study by the I.'.-\:\ ; i ; , i i o i~~ j~  i r  i s  \wll  understood now for intli\icli~;~l (::I>L's. 
'I'ht. vortcs liic his loq fo r  binglc flighls i s  y redictnblc s o  th;~t  ot l ~ c . ~ .  ; ~ i  rtsraft 
can bc ;~ t l \~ sc t l  d thc \v:~lic tlril't :1:1ti it Inay be avoided for  the 3 LO 3 mi11 lilc- 
tirnc. l'hc forn~;iliou s:rcn~tli td the walitl vortes is  a functicm ,jf :iiwr;iit u . c ~ l ~ h t  
( lift) and slwxl whilc the Liic h i s t o q  i s  a function of atnlosphc~.ii conciit~e)us. 
LVake vortices fro111 :IIC coilll)lex L-:~rricr-Orbiter configuration have not been 
s tutlied. \V;I l;c :ivoid:u11:c is e:isily :wclmplished with proper pl-ec;~~~titws. 
Wake vortes prcdict ions tor :I i l  tiike-ofis :ind landings ar-e r~ql ; i red,  f~)llowing 
F A A  accepted procctlurcs. 
Event G i s  o general requirement for  ground precautions and tnay 
be ;~ccomplishcd <,I  conjunction with ground security, but there must be n:l,ural 
environment considerations in grouncl security precautions. 
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SECTION I. INTRODUCTION 
Chapter II l ists and describes each test and operational event of Space 
Shuttle development and operations that has been identified a s  requiring natural 
environment support. Each event i s  identified a s  to the importance of natural 
environment support to the success of that event (inconvenience, caution, o r  
safety). Types of natural e:- xonment support o r  methods of providing i t  a r e  
suggested and this support i s  identified a s  "required' o r  "desirable." 
Natclral environment support is such that measurements and predictions 
often meet several  requirements. However, the natural environment product 
must be communicated and interfaced with each requirement. Each event i s  
identified separately to assure  adequate planning to meet each requirement. 
Judgments can often be made safely to forego some detailed support but these 
judgments rnus t always be made cor~sciously based on other supplementary 
information. The support described herein i s  designed to obtain optimum 
information for  marginal situations. 
Sectiw I1 lists existing and programmed natural environment support 
fx i l i t i e s  for  KSC, Florida, and VAFB, California. 
Section IIl list: e;?ents for development tests, while Sections IV through 
VII list events for  the four operational phases of a complete Space Shuttle 
mission. 
Section VIII describes the natural environment support requirements for 
Orbiter ferry flights. 
In this chapter specific environmental parameters a r e  identified for 
observation and/or prediction, a s  a function of various test  and operation 
phases, to meet the Shuttle natural environment requirements currently identi- 
fied. No statement of requirements for accuracy i s  given. A statcment of 
accuracy i s  premature a t  this state of the operational support development 
cycle. In each case it now appears that currently available "state-of-the-art" 
capabilities in observations and predictions will be adequate to meet the Space 
Shuttle system support requirements. In no case is it expected that a new 
environmental measurement system o r  prediction procedure/technique develop- 
ment for  dedicated Shuttle support will be required, Rather, it i s  a matter of 
bringing together into a properly designed environmental support program, with 
the appropriate communications system, the available "state-of-the-art" tech- 
nology. As a rule the more demanding requirements on accuracy o r  reprcsent- 
ativeness of environmental support exists for those items identified with sdfety 
and noted a s  being required. The least demand i s  on those identified with 
inconvenience and noted a s  desired. 
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SECTION I I I. DEVELOPMENT TESTS 
Test Event 1 
RO Solid Rocket Booeters 
Test Fi-: 
Acoustic Prediction 
Tests 
Also Operations 
Went 11-2 
h'atural Environment Interhce Reauirementa 
-- - 
Observahons : Surface: Pressure, temperature, 
humidiCy and wind obsemttions a r e  required near 
the tests. 
Aloft: Winds, pressure, temperature and humidity 
profiles from the surface to 6 km a r e  required priol 
to firing tests and as near the time d test as 
possible. 
Predictions: Predictions of items listed under 
observaf ie  predictions of acoustic pmpagation 
are  required prior to test firing time. 
Communications : No special requirements. 
Comments: Observations and predictions may be 
required at  frequent intervals beginnitlg several 
hours before test time. 
Code: 0 Icsomtenience Igl Ca~tion X Safety 
Test Evcnt 2 
fO S1111 St:rtir Firing, 
Pollulinr I'rtxlirlion 
Tes t s  ( Alx~tcment 
m d  Con1 rol of 
Impurities) 
Also Qwrzttitmal 
Event 11-2 
silrfncc to  3 k~r l  sltitilde n r e  r tqu i rcd  p r i o r  to 
tests :~ncl :IS trcD:lr tlrc titrrc of Icsls :IS ~~)ossil) l t~.  
E:sh:~ust vclocitic-s and t c ~ q ~ c r : ~ t u ~ ' c  t l c s i r : r l h  
Pctwipit:~ t ion r:~d;l r cc~vcmgc  during thc lift%- 
history of l11c eshnust cloud .s r t q u i r c ~ l .  
n f t w  firing a r c  rcyuircd. o r  until thc diffusion 
-- 
nrcrlt4 shows prcdictcul c-oncent rations .: ( ' I ' I ~ I ) )  
hlSFC nrul t ih~yer  diffusion model will be u s a l  to 
nw ke eshnust cloud predictions. 
I 
Inconvenience Rl Ceution x Safety 
Test Evcnt 3 
SRB Recovcq Tcsts 
Also Opcmtion:~ 1
Event 11- 1 1 
C ode : Inconvenience 
Natural Ent-ironment Interface Requirements 
- 
~Nwcrv:ltions: Surface: Clouds, visibility, pres- 
sure, tctirycr;iturc. humidity, and wind; wind 
profile frotrr surface to drc~p altitude ( nr:q vary for 
each test) observations for recovery zone a r e  
rcyuired for 6 hours prior to tests until recovery 
is cotnpletc. 
Sc:l st:1tc obscrvations a r e  also requircul for this 
pcricd. 
Prcclictions: Predictions for  a11 itcnrs listed under 
obscrv:ltion a r c  required from ii hours prior !o 
test?; to test conrplction. 
Comnrunic:~tions: Two-way trnnsfer of data 
bemeen test control and recovery operations is 
Comments: Special sea state observations ma'' be 
desirable from buojs, satellites, o r  special 
00 Caution X Safety 
Test Event 4 
Test Only 
- 
Natural Environment Interface Reauirements 
Observations: Same a s  for h o s t e r  tests 3. I. 1 
for acoustic predictions. 
Predictions: Same a s  3.1.1 for acousitc p ~ d i c -  
tions. 
Commu$cations: No specia: requirements 
Comments: Tests begin in 1975, see Table 2. 
Code: 0 Inconvenience O Caution X Safety 
F T e s t  Even" 
X Orbiter  Atmospheric 
Flight T e s t  (AFT) 
T e s t  Only 
Natural Environment Interface Requirements 
0bscrwtion.c: Surface: P ressure ,  temperature,  
-
humic~ity, winds, clouds, visibility, and hydro- 
nlelcors f o r  tes t  period a r e  r ~ q u i r e d .  Also runway 
temperntures may be required. 
Aloft: Winds, temperature,  clouds and o ther  
information l o r  aerospace flight are recpi red. 
Aerial  reconnaissance of the t e s t  flight path i s  
required. 
Prcdictions: Predictions f o r  al l  p r a m e t c r s  listed 
--
under observations p r i o r  to  and during t es t s  a r e  
.q~. .td. Flight following dcr ing a l l  tes:s is 
-- 
Predictions f o r  a i rc ra f t  icirig. and cri; =r I! turbulenct 
( CT) :.re required. 
Cornnwnic:ttions: Two-way ci. 1nmuni..-3 t i o n  hetweer 
the fhght vehicle and flight w:?trol  is required. . -
Commcnts: See Table  2. E A F 3  and C;pe 
C a n a w n 1  Ai r  Force  Station Inve  the c 'qjabil ih to 
support these t e s t s  conducted at their  locations. 
USAF-AWS should be notified oi support  require- 
ments and tes t  plans. 
Monitoring of atmospheric conditions during t es t s  
will be des i rable  f o r  analys is  of test results .  
Code: 0 Inconvenience a Caution X Safety 
AS61-01 (Jul 74) (OT) 
4 8 
Test  Event 6 
X Orbiter Vertical 
Flight Tests  ( VFT) 
and Atmospheric 
Entry Tests  ( May Be 
Manned o r  unmanned) 
Also Operational 
Event 11- 1 
Natural Environment Interface Requirements 
Observations: .See Comments 
Predictions: See Comments 
Communications: See Comments 
Comments: VFT will he conducted a t  KSC' 1978 
and 1979, see Table 2. 
These tests may be a camplete mission under test  
conditions, in which case a l l  support will be the 
same a s  that required for an opera t ion~l  mission. 
I 
Code: 0 Inconvanience P Caution X Ssfety 
l 'es t  Event 7 
PO Orbiter Wake Vortex 
Detection and Life 
History Prediction 
Also Fer ry  Flight 
8.2.4 
Natural Environment Interface Reauirements 
Observations: None 
Predictions: Vortex formation and life his tory for 
Orbiter landing; will use FAA vortex prediction 
procedures when required. 
Communications: No special requirements. 
Comments: If vortex predictions a r e  not available 
nor reliable, the Orbiter wake should be avoided 
for 5 nzin. 
Wake vortex detection and prediction should not 
present a problem since no other a ircraf t  is 
expected to land behind the Orbiter. 
I 
Code: r3 Inconvenience El Caution X Safety 
AS61-91 (Jul 74) (OT) 
5 0 
SECTION IV.  PHASE I EVENTS - PRELIMINARIES 
AND PRELAUNCH 
Operation.< Event I- 1 
0 Storage of Equipment 
- 
Natural Environment Interface Requirements 
Observations: Temperature, temperature change, 
compartment temperatures, and absolute humidity 
a r e  important. Special observations may be 
required in assembly and storage areas. 
Predic,ions: Climatology information i s  required 
-
and p r o ~ i d e s  information on which to base storage 
decisions. 
Predictions of hydrometeors, lightning and items 
listed ~ n d e r  observaticns a r e  requi *. 
- -  
Communications: No special requirements. 
Comments: The types and concentrations of atmos- 
pheric impurities and constituents and their inter- 
action with equipment a r e  important. 
In outside storage, protection f rom hail and other 
hydrometeors is necessary. 
Code: !3 Inronvenience Kl Caution Y. Safety 
5 1 
Operations Event 1-2 I Natural Environment Interface Requirements 
I 
Surface Transporta- 
tion of Equipment 
Observations: Synoptic observations and storm 
tracks are required. 
Predictions: Severe storm warning bulletins are 
, required. 
I 
I Communications: No special requirements. 
Comments: Su;,ace transportation follows a well 
established procedure. Only unusual conditions 
(severe storms) need be monitored. 
Code: 0 Inconvenience gl Caution X Safety 
ASGI-O1 ( Ju l  74) (OT) 
Operations Event 1-3 
@ Air Transportation 
of Equipment 
Inconvenience 
-- - - - - - - -- - 
Natural Environment Interface Reauirernents 
- -- - - - - - 
Observations: Normal observations in support of 
nir traffic are required. 
Predictions: Predictions for  the time of the flight 
r~lus 2 hours (about G hours) a r e  require01 for a l l  
_ . .- 
items listed under observations. 
Communications: Normal in-flight com munica tions 
a r e  adequate. 
Comments: Special precautions a r e  required to 
accommodate unexpected changes in pressure,  tem- 
perature, and humidity, Sealed c~mpar tmen t s  musl 
be able to withstand pressure changes between high 
and low elevations, buildup from increased tem- 
peratures, and condensation resulting from 
decreased temperatures. 
O Caution X Safety 
Operations Event 1-4 
C!J Orbiter Preparation 
and Tow to Vehicle 
Assembly Building 
( VAB) 
Code : Inconvenience 
Natural Environment Interface Requirements 
Observations: Normal terminal weather observa- 
tions and weather radar if needed. 
Predictions: Normal terminal weather predictions, 
Communications: No special requirements. 
Comments: At present this is not known to present 
any significant environmental problems but is 
included in the event that high compartment tem- 
peratures o r  severe weather may present special 
problems. ' 
KI Caution X Safety 
Natural Environment Interface Requirements 
Observations: Surface: Micro--winds from the 
- -- 
3urface to -91 m altitude from a nearby meteoro- 
logical tower is re~u i red .  
Weather radar is  desired. 
Predictions: Accurate predictions of wind and 
.emperaturo from the surface to 150 m altitude 
,ontinuously for up to 6 hours i n  advance i s  
required. 
~yydrometeors and severe weather predictions a r e  
required. 
2ommunications: No specia 1 requirements. 
Zomments: VAFB may have unique wind require- 
nents due to the long distance and rough terrain 
nvolved. 
Code: 0 Inconvenknce BJ Caution X Safety 
ASril-Ol (Jul 74) (OT) 
Opcra t io~~s  Event 1-6 
Prelaunch Prcpar:~- 
tions and Exposure 
( Fuel, Payload 
Service, Passenger 
and Crew  ond ding) , 
Natural Environment Interface Requirements 
Obserwtions: Surface: Mirco-winds surface to 
-91 m altitude, temperatures, skin temperatures, 
compartment temperatures, humidity, hydro- 
metcors a r e  required. 
Storm observations iucluding electric potential 
:~nd hail a r e  required. Storm radar observations 
Predictions : Predictions for  a l l  items under 
observ:ltions a r e  required for  the entire time 01 
-- 
vehicle exposure. Special predictior?~ should be 
made for certain operations such a s  electric 
potential during fueling operations. 
Communications: Normal communicatior- a r e  
-
adequate. Telemetered surface observa' IS with 
warning signals a t  established criteria would be 
desirable. It should be possible to change the 
warning c:;teria easily for short periods. 
Comments: In addition to the continuous prediction: 
for exposure, special events will require more 
detallcd forecasts for  special criteria at times 
when the vehicles a r e  more vulnerable. 
The micro-winds a r e  necessary to predict vehicle 
respouse to "ground winds" effects. Special wind 
measurements near the vehicle at  the launch 
ccmplex may be desirable. 
Code: O Inconvenience W Caution X Safety 
ASGl-91 ( J u l  74) (OT) 
56 
hydronictcors, ckc l r i c  potentiitl, :~l)or:, i ~ n t l  I 
C)pcrati,ns Event I- 7 
X Decisions to L~unch  
:~llcrn:l te sitc data a r e  required. 
Natural Euvironment Interface 
Ot~swvations: Surf:lce: biicro-winds sitrfncc to 
- 
150 m nliitudc, tenipcr:~ tures, clouds, visibililv, 
Aloft: Delnilcd winds, ternpcrature, h:~midity, 1 
pressure and density (surface to 18 loll nltitudc), 1 I 
CT, i. r i a l  reconnaissance 3:-e required. Radar 
-- 
ohservat ions a r e  required. 
Predictions: Prctlictions for  all itcrns listcd untler 
observations a r e  required - s  fa r  in advance a s  
possible. 1 
Predictions of ncous tic prcpngntiw, esha<lst tlif-  
fusion, weathcr in the I-looster re1 ove1-y area,  :111 
potenticl nltcrnnte and ,tbort sites,  srid sc la r  
activity a r e  required. A long range p~mliclion of 
Orbiter recovery sitc weather should be consitlered. 
Hequirsments s ta r t  7.; hours in advance nntl con- 
tinue until launch. 
Ccn~munications: Special communications with 
forecast and obssrved data telemetered to !he 
launch controller. 
Comments: The launch decision will be continually 
revalidated during the final 72 hours. Gsthering 
data i s  repeated 01. cri t ical items each time the 
decision requires revalidation. 
Environmental information ap~ l i cab le  to the entire 
mission should he reviewed a t  this time. 
Code: Inconvenience XI Caution X Safety 
Operations Event 1-8 
- 
Mission Almrt 
r Preignition 
b. From Loss of 
One Orbiter Main 
Engine o r  One 
SR B 
c. With One SSME 
Out to Abort Once 
Around o r  Return- 
To-Site Cap25iAity 
d. Abort After 
Insertion 
Natural Environment Interface Requirements 
I 
Observations: Observations of terminal conditions 
for abort locations a r e  requirec! continually 
throughout the mission from decision to bunch 50 
landi,lg. Locations will be established for  each 
mission. 
Predictions: Predictions fo r  entry path and for  
- 
abort locetiori are required continually throughout 
the mission for  i tems necessary f o r  entry and 
landing. 
Communications: Coinmunications are required 
for  real-time monitoring of the natural environ- 
ment for  occurrences which may indicate that 
launch abort o r  bold is advisable. 
Comments: Launch abort recycles the environ- 
mental requirement back through the exposure anc 
pralaunch events. 
The four operational conditions rrhich dictate dif- 
fering abort procedures have been idmtified. 
Environmental support for  abort should kc included 
in rrjssion launch requirements to be available 
pr ior  to an emergency. 
The natural environment support for mission abort 
contingencies requires continuous anticipation of 
emergencies and continuous predictions to be avail- 
able and stored. If conditions do not maet abort 
requirements, this informztion should be in the 
system before the emergency develops. 
- I 
Cod$: 0 Inconvenience €4 Caution X S a f e b  
ASCI-i)l (Jui 74) (OT) 
5 8 
SECTION V. PHASE I I EVENTS - LAUNCH TO ORB I T  
Opcrntions Event 11- 1 
X Booster and Orbiter 
Ignition, Lift-Off and 
Tower Clearance 
Natural Environment Interface Requirements 
Observations: Surface: Micro-winds surface to 
-91 m altitude. temperatures, pressure,  elec- 
trical potential a r e  required. 
Predictions : Two-hour predictions of items listed 
under observations a r e  required. 
Communications: Telemetcred surfaca observa- 
tions to the launch controller a r e  reauired with 
wa rning when established criteria are exceeded. 
Comments: These events a r e  an irrevocable 
sequence and the natural environment effects will 
have been previously considered. 
C'oclp: U Inconvenience OD C ~ u t i o n  X Safety 
59 
Natural Environment Interface Reauirements 
Cbservations: Surface: Micro-winds surface to 
1500 m altitude and temperature and humidity 
profile to 1500 m altitude a r e  required. 
Aloft: Wind and temperature profiles from the 
surface to 3 km altitude a r e  required prior to 
-- 
launch and as near the time of launch as possible. 
Eshausr-2oc ities and temperature desirable. 
Precipitation iadar  coverage during the life history 
of the eshaust cloud is required. 
Predictions : Predictions of items listed under 
Operations Event 11-2 
0 Environmental Effects 
of Launch 
( Pollution Cant:-01 and 
Noise Abatement) 
See Test Events 1 
and 2 
4. 
observations and a prediction of the exhaust cloud 
path and concentration levels for  up to 2 hours 
after firing a r e  required, o r  until the diffusion 
model shows preciicted concentrations < (TBD) 
Precipitation predictions in the vicinity of the cloud 
a r e  required. 
Communications: KO special requirements. 
Comments: A trace capability of the exhaust cloud 
may be required by cameras o r  a traceable ingre- 
dient inserted in the exhaust. 
MSFC multilaj er diffusion model will be used to 
ma kc exhaust cloud predictions. 
Code: 0 Inconvenience iX1 Caution X Safety 
AS61-91 (Jul 74) (OT) 
00 
Natural Environment Interface Reauirements 
Wscrvnlions: Continr~ous monitoring of electrical 
potenlinl i s c q u i r c d .  Detailed wind profile sur- 
face to 18 km altitude i s  required. Pr ior  aer ial  
reconnaissance is required, including CT observa- 
tions. 
Predic;.ions: Predictions of a l l  i tems listed under 
observations a r e  required a t  the time launch 
decisions a r e  made. 
Communi --!ions: Normal communications of 
observarims and predictions to the launch con- 
troller a r e  adequate. 
Comments: None 
Code: 0 Incrnvenience 
AsGI-fi l  (.Jrtl 74) (OT) 
B Caution X Safety 
Operations E v e ~ t  11-4 
O Transonic Flight, 
Boosters and Orbiter 
Mated ( 7  krn) 
Natural Environment Interface Requirements 
Observations: Aloft: Detailed wind profile a t  
altitudes of transonic flight, temperature profile 
from surface to supersonic flight. Aerial recon- 
naissance and measurements of CT a t  transonic 
altitudes a r e  desirable. 
Predictions: Predictions of  item^ listed under 
observations a r e  requi reL a t  times launch decisions 
a r e  made. Predictions of sonic boom effects a r e  
required. 
Communicatior -. Normal communications to con- 
trol authority ze required. 
Comments: The natural environment requirements 
will be the same for  booster o r  Orbiter transonic 
flight, individually. 
Code: 0 Inconvenience a Caution X Safety 
4SGl-01 (Jul 74) (OT) 
()oc*r:~lio~ls Kvcnt 11-5 
@ Ihnamicn I'ressurc 
1'mnr;i:ion. IWrslcr: 
i ~ n i l  Orbiter M:~tcul. 
hlns (1 2 11. 25 km, 
although the vehicle 
will be wilhin 10 per- 
cenl of nlnx q from 
about 5.8 km ( 19 000 
it) to 1G. 5 km 
( 54 000 f t)  a lli tudc .e 
- - 
Natural Environment Interface Reauirements 
i flxwrv;~tions: Aloft: Dctnilml wind otwervalions 
- 
: \re rrcpircul from 5 to 17 km altitude. Aerial 
reconnnissance and mcasuremcnts of CT between 
ti and 17 knl  altitude^ a r e  desirable. 
i'relic tions : Predictions of items listed under 
observations a r e  reahired a t  times iaunch decision: 
a r e  made. 
Communications: Normal communications to con- 
-
trol authority are required. 
Comments: None 
Code: 0 Inconvenience Caution X Safety ' 
Operations Event LI-6 Natural Environment Interface Requirements 
I 
X Transition Through 
Maximum Winds 
Observations: Aloft: Detailed wind prafiles from 
surface to 18 km altitcde a r e  required. 
Predictions : Preciic tions of detailed wind profiles 
from surface to 18 kin altitude a r e  required when 
decisions to launch a r e  made. 
Cortlmur.ications: Normal communications a r e  
adequate. 
I Comments: The level of critical maximum winds is between 8 and 15 krn altitude. Both maximum I I dynamic pressure and transonic flight a r e  expected I 
near these same levels. 
Code: Inconvenience El Caution X Safety 
a Boosters  and Orbiter 
Separation 
( %  41 knl altifude) 
Natural Environment i n t e r l w e  Requirements 
- 
Dbscrvntions: None 
Uonlt~i i~nic:~  lions: No spccia l r tyu iren~cnts  . 
Colnmcbnts: C'l inintdogy 2nd persistrncc? prov iclc 
Ihc Ixrsis for llrctlictions at these alf ifuclcs. Almos  
11hcr i~  niotlvls may provide a hettcr rlntlwstanding 
nf thcsc a1titr1dc.s. 
('ode: 13 Inconvenie~ice 0 Caution X Safety 
- - - -- 
Natural Environment Interface Requirements 
Observations: Aloft: None required. 
Predictions: Climatology prwides the basis for 
jesign and i s  expected to be adequate for predic- 
tions. 
Atmospheric models under development may 
provide improvements for predictions. 
Communications: Normai co~nmunications a r e  
adequt te. 
Comments: The present concept is that unfavorable 
natural environment conditions for successful 
~ o o s t e r  ecovery will not constitute a launch 
2ons traint. 
Code: 0 Inconvenience ISI Caution X Safety 
- 
Natural Environment Interface Requircri~ents 
Operations Event II- 10 
X Boosters Impact 
- -- - -- -- - - - - 
Natural Environment Interface Reauirements 
Observations: None. 
Predictions: Wind profile to 300 m altitude and 
sea state conditions a r e  desired. 
Communications: No special requirements. 
Comments: Although launch may not be delayed if 
predictions for  booster impact and recovery opera- 
tions a r e  unfavoraSle, booster survival i s  highly 
desirable. 
The philosophy of SRB design and operation pre- 
cludes specifying natural environment requireml nt: 
for SRB descent and impact. Experience indicates, 
however, that wind profile (and perhaps other) 
predictions will be desired. 
Code: 0 Inconvenience lgl Caution X Safety 
ASf;l-\)l (Jul 74) (OT) 
( - J I ~ ~ I ' : I  t i o n s  Event 11- I 1 N:a tural Knviron~nenl Interfact Hequirt nrcwls 
C'onlnlcmts: The [I. S. Nnvy I: I ~ v I  Nlltnrrir:~l 
-.-.- 
Vicl:~ll~er (Icnlr:~ I ,  Rlonterey, Calii .  , ~ ; I S  ;I wi l:ll~le 
sea-state fo~~ec*:~sle for  the imp;:cl n r t v  ;tnd for 
I~oostcv rfvnrerv operations trans it a rthas. 
--- - 
I 12 inco~wenience IXI Caution X Safetv 
- 
Natural Environment Interface Hcqui remsnts 
Ol)servations: None. 
Prcdiclions: Clitnalolom and smce environment 
- - -  ~- 
--- 
c7. 
information in  Reference 18 are required. Orbiter 
Powered A scent after Booster Separation. 
Commimic:ltions: None. 
Co~nnwnts: Natural envi rnnmen t w 
extremes are not expected LO affect 
ithin clim:tIic 
lhis opera1 ion. 
- --  
C0oOe: I= in(-cmvenience G3) Caution X Safety 
Operations Evclit 11- 13 
PD External Tank ( ET) 
Separation, Freefzll, 
hnpac t and Disposal. 
( Does not achieve 
orbit s o  falls back 
into the atmosphcre) . 
- -- - 
Natural Environment Interface Reuuirements 
Dbsc~~val ions:  None. 
Predictions: Predictions of -tniosphe~.ic density 
from the 4D Global Reference Atmosphere aloug 
the reentry path may be desired. 
Communications; No special =.ekpiremento. 
Commentlc: Fi mulations using the 4D Giobal 
- -. --
Reference Atmok!: here can be made prior te 
launch. 
Code: 0 Inconvenience IXl Caution X Safeby 
AsGI-ill (.JuI 74)  (OT; 
-- 
Operations Event U- 14 
a Orbiter Enter Orbit t 
- 
Natural Environ nent Interlace Requirements 
-- 
Observations: .Sensors to de!cct w l a r  radiation 
desi rtul. 
A continuous ~ v ~ ~ r l d w i d e  meteorological watch of 
pc~ssi bie landing si tes  applicable to each orbit is 
required. 
Predicbtions fc-r ernchrgmcy nimrt nt!d return are  
Con: tnunications: Spacc co1111nunic;l tions a re 
Commenls: ?'be AWS Etwi I-onmenta 1 Forecast 
Ccellc.r nt ( ~ f n l l  t A FH r~n r l  ''lr Sf )AA f:lceility a t  
kuldcr., i 01. . haw Ole c:ilrability lo r~rovidc 
predictions of so1:ir ac.tivit_\- aml radiation s i i~~~or t .  
It is recomrnendcd that e:~,lergency abort piles, 
other rct:rn sites.  and solar activity he contln- 
uousl-v monitored by the Air Force Ciobal Weather 
Cent) ;I 1 or  another agency with flight-following 
capability . 
C d e :  C Incmvenience EJ Caution X Safety 
lF?l - ! ) I  f . 1 ~ 1  74) fOT) 
SECTION V I. PI IASE I I I EVENTS - ORB !T 
MANEUViX AND OPERATIONS 
( ' I I ~ I ~ I ~ I I I I I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I I I S :  ('on1 II~WNIS IN~!  -\v:IJ, SIXICT- to- 
--- 
~'ro~tilcl t * ~ i ~ ~ t ~ l ~ l t t i ( * : ~ I i o ~ ~ s  ;I r e  rerlui I - c d .  1.t8Ir-1nc~l ( - I - -  
-
it1g a d  S I W ; ~ ~  (1:1I:i 1 1 1  ground conI I-01 i s  ~ l ~ - s i ~ - : a l ~ l ~ - .  
Natural Environment Interface Requirements 
Observations: Solar activity, proton events. 
magnetic ficld. Sun angle for maneuver. 
Continttous monitoring of ncar-earth space environ- 
men: is required. 
Predictions: Predicticns of i tems listed under 
o!~serv;~tiork a r c  required. 
Communicatims: Continuous two-way, space- to- 
-
ground commr~nic ttions rtre required. 
Tclcmctcri IIK of SCLIISOI- (I:I~:I l o  ground control i s  
desirnb'e. 
Comments: Planning for the Natural Environment 
Support for  mission pa) load and experiments is a 
responsibility of ;myload managers as Space Shuttle 
missions a r e  concei\ml. It i s  recommended that 
payload managers specify and coordinate special 
mission requirements with the Space Shuttle 
natural environment support personnei. 
Code: 0 Inconvenience E C a ~ t i o n  X Safety 
Natural E;nvironalent lntcrface Requircnients 
~ ~ ~ s c r v a l i o n s  a re required. Also prcrlic.tions for. 
ow rgcncy entry and landing a re rcquird .  
Cc~m~nunic:~tir~ns: Continuous two-way, space-lo- 
- - 
zrorsld con~lnunications arc requil ccl. 'Tclemetcr- 
ing of sensor data to ground control is desirable. 
Operations Event 111-4 
-. 
0 Reload Orbiter 
and Return 
P r e p  rations 
Satural  Environment Interface Requirements 
Obscrwtions: Solar activity, proton events, 
magwtic field, and sun angle f o r  manewer  a r e  
desired. 
Satcilite observations of return and abort s i tes  
should be recorded. 
Predic lions : Predictions of space environment for  
return z r e  required. Predictions of densities 
along entry path and abort o r  emergency paths a r e  
requirtd. If a predicted entry atmospheric model 
is available i t  may be stored to select any entry 
path. Predictions of landing conditions a r e  
required. 
Communications: Continuous two-way, space-to- 
ground communications are required. Telemeter- 
ing of sensor data to ground and prediction data to 
Orbiter fo r  return a r e  desirable. 
Commeats: None 
- 
C ~ d e :  0 1nconvenier.ce 04 Caution X Safety 
14561.-O! ( J d  74) (OT) 
7 (i 
SECTION V I  I .  PHASE I V  EVENTS - DECJRB I T  AND ENTRY 
Natural Etwironment lnterfacc Require~uents  
S I I I - ~ ~ V - :  ( * t * i  ling, viqi111 l i t \ .  winds, l~rtl~-~tititbt(~f.~rs. 
Comnwnts: Prtuliclions of rlcl~sity am1 wind :rlong 
c8nlry path should be made from the 41) ( ; 1 0 1 ~ 1  
Rderc-nce Atmosphere 
Natural Environment Interface Reauirements Operations Event IV-2 
X Deorbit and Dexent  
to = 122 km altitude 
Observations: Satellite observations of return 
and alternate sites should be available. 
- 
- 
Predictiom: Predictions of densities and winds 
- 
along entry path and alternate paths required. 
Predictions of approach and landing conditions 
required. Prediction of landing footprint based on 
predicted atmospheric conditions required. 
Flight following is required. 
Communications: Continuous two-way, sphce-to- 
ground comnrunications desirable. Telemetering 
of sensor data to ground and prediction data to 
Orbiter desirable. 
Comments: Atmospheric models may provide a 
better understanding of these altitudes. 
Predictions oi densities and winds should be made 
from the 4D Global Reference Atmosphere. 
Code: Inconvenience El Caution X Safety 
Natur-tl ?:nvironincnt Interface Hequircttrents 
change in I-unwa:;s could be mad?, if dictated i q  
runway wind conditions for example, but landi rig 
site cnnnot Iw changrd. 
I :  1J Inconvenience IXI Caution X Safety 
Operations Event IV-4 1 Natural En~i ror lnent  Interface Requirements 
- I 
LXI Entry 122-24 km I Observati~ns: None Altitude I Prcdiotions: Entry path parameters frmn the 4D I Globsl Reference Atmosphere. 
Flight following is required. 
--- 
Commrmicatio~~s : Continuous two-way, space- to- 
ground communicutions desirable. Telemetered 
donait.? data from the Orbiter to controller a r e  
desirable. A communications blackout in this 
r cg im exists with current entry procedures. 
Comments: Madmum entry heating and communi- 
cations blackout a r e  expected about 30-80 iim 
The onboard Orbiter guidance system defines and 
conxols  the Orbiter to desired density-velocit? 
(p-V) profile. If density variations occul more 
rapidly than ihe guidance can respond, larger  
temperature dev ia t i~ns  will occur. 
Code: 0 Icconvenience Caution X Safety 
1.3 Inconvenience 
Flighl I'ollowitrg i s  required. 
Cornmunic:rtions: Contin~lous t~cr-wriy, space-16- 
:round c o m m ~ c ; l  tions are required. 
Comrwnts: It is anticipated thnt a prediction of 
!he TAEhI wind profile, at least in a gross  sense,  
w i  I I I J ~  required hefore deorhi t .  
@ Caution X Safety 
I merations Event 1V-6 
Final Approach and 
Landing 
- 
-- - -  -- 
~ - ~ 
Natural Environmelt Interface Reauiremeats 
--- -- - - 
Observations: Surface: Ceiling, cloud conditions, 
visibility, hydrometeors, wind, and temperature 
a r e  required for  the lahiding site. Aerial recon- 
naissance is desirable. 
Predictions : Predictions for  all  items listed under 
cbservations for arrival time a r e  required con- 
tinucusly from decision to return until landing 
is complete. 
Flight following is required. 
Communicztions: FAA and Air Force approach and 
landing nroxdsres .  The Microwave Lnnding Sys- 
tem (MLS) is to be installed a t  KSC, EAFB, VAFB 
Hickam AFB, Hawaii, and Anderson AFB, Guam. 
Comments: None 
Code: 0 Inconvenience a Caution X Sefety 
AStil-Ol (Jul 74) (OT) 
SECTION V I  I I. SERVICE REQUIRED FOR ORBITER FERRY FLIGHTS 
Ferry Event 1 
Rl Flight Planning 
Natural Environment Interface Requirements 
Observations: Normal weather data available from 
National Weather Service and Air Force Communi- 
cations Networks for flight planning a r e  required. 
Runway a i r  temperatures and temperature profile 
for climb out are required. 
Special observations of CT may be desired. 
Predictions: In-flight and terminal weather for 
the entire flight with special emphasis on icing and 
CT a r e  required. 
Communications: No special requirements. 
Comments: As presently envisimed, the ferry 
flights will involve outsized aircraft which may he 
very susceptible to turbulence and icing. 
C'otle: U Inconvenience El Caution X Safety 
F e r r y  Event 2 
X Take-cff 
Predictions: dunway a i r  t empera tues ,  winds, and 
tuhuience during take-off and climb a r e  reqrpired. 
Natural Environment Ictr-rface Requirements 
- - 
Qbservations: Normal terminal weather data. 
- 
I 
I A ter,, xxdture profile f rom the surface to 610 m 
Runway a i r  temperatures a r e  required. 
altitude fo r  take-off and climb is 
. \ ,  require special observations of low level tur- 
b u i ~ .  e near the runT&aJ-. 
Communications: FAA and Air Force normal 
a i r c n f t  support. 
Comments: Turbulence immediately a f ~ n r  take-off 
may bs crit ical at  VAFB due to orographic effects. 
Crosswinds may constitute a sevore take-oif 
cor.straint. 
C ~ d e :  0 Inconvenience a Caution X Safety 
ASGL-I;: i J u l  74) (OT) 
Fer ry  Event 3 
- 
X Flight Following 
Natural Environment Interface R ~ q u i r e n ~ e n t s  
f l om N;ition:il Wcnt.hcr Service and Air Forve 
Conin:~~nic;il.ions Net.works a r e  required. 
- .- 
In-flight weather rtxports f rom the :~ircl.;~fl hcing 
monitorcrl : I I I~  other aircraft  a r e  rcquircd. 
Predictions: Contint~irus short  ra ngc prtviic-lions 
f o ~  the remainder of the flight and for l;~ntlit;g con- 
ditions are  required. S p ~ c i a l  criteria for aircr:,ft 
icing :wl critical turhi~lence (CT) nwy he dcsiwrl. 
Communications: Norrnnl wpnther sel v i w  and FAA 
in continuous contact with the aircraft  Iwing 
monitared is required. 
Comments: It is recomrr.entletl that this support 
service be a responsibility of the Air Force  Glnhal 
Weather Central (GWC) o r  another agency with 
flight following capsbility, That agency ma! estn1)- 
lie!) operatiora 1 support srocetiures wi tk a ;; 
concerned. 
Code: 0 Inconvenience Kl Caution Y Saiety 
Natural Environment Interface Reauiremeais 
0bservatior.s: Termiual weather reports are 
required. 
Predictions : Predictions of terminal conditiois 
are required from flight planning until mission 
completion. 
Commcni=iions: FAA and Air Force normal 
aircraft support. 
Comments: Turbulence may be a constraint due to 
local orographic effects. 
Crosswinds may constitute a severe landing 
cons tmint. 
Code: t3 Inconvenience @ Caution X Szfety 
-4SGl-01 (Jul 74) (OT) 
. 
r 
Ferry Event 5 
X Wllke V0l ,x Pre- 
diction and f i f e  
History 
Xatural -Environment Interface Requirements 
Observations: Routine F M  observations. 
PredicGons: Vortex formation and life-history will 
use FAA vortex prediction procedures when 
required. 
Communications: All other aircrsf : along the 
Riga1 path shouM be warned of possible wake tur- 
bulence until more is knmn about the wake vortex 
life history. 
Comments: It is recommended that this be a 
responsibility 04 the forecast facility at the landing 
and !ake-off instab tion. 
Code: 0 Inconvemience BJ Caution X Safety 
F.S6l-i)L (Jui 74) (OT) 
Ferry Event 6 
Orbiter and Carrier  
Care Ground Opera- 
tion and Parking to 
Avoid Natural 
Environment Hazards 
ASBI-01 (Jul 74) (OT) 
88 
Natural Environment Interface Requirements 
Observations: Normal terminal weather reports 
a r e  required. 
Compartment temperatures in the Orbiter may be 
required on clear, hot days. 
Vredictions: Normal terminal weather predictions 
to inchde weather warnings and compartment 
temperatures. 
Communications: Normal. 
Comments: The natural environment hazards 
should be included in ground protection and 
security plans. 
Code: Inconvenience IXI Caution X Safety 
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